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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, January 4, 1971

Book-by Rev. McKenzie to Three Hurt
Be Published This Month In Accident
In-County

Henry 'M c Kenzie, Pastor
Emeritus of The College
Presbyterian Church, Murray,
has been advised that his new
Now comes another traffic.
book of Sermon Essays entitled,
puzzler. Here we come just a
"Fendamentals The Church
flying across Eggner's Ferry Needs," will
be completed and
Bridge toward Murray on U.S. 68. ready for sale
with January 15,
We near the intersection, where 1971, as a
projected date.
we wanted to come straight
The volume consists of serahead toward Murray, when here mons
delivered while interim
the
direction
comes a fellow from
of Sue and Charlie's, also on U.S.
68.

W.g.- LXXXXII No. 2

10* Per Copy

First Baby Of New Year
Is Born Eady Saturday

University Press, Wolfe City,
Texas.
"Our age may be described
were
persons
with one word, Revolutioq," Three
writes McKenzie. "In every hospitalized Saturday night after
phase of life we find radical having been injured in a one car
changes in relationships. The accident on Highway 732 near the
United
Chapel
Church must give answer or Russells
remove itself from the Christian Methodist Church, 10.8 miles east
tradition of building character. of Murray.
The imperatives put upon the Hospitalized were Kenneth
Church, if it is to remain Barkley of Carmel, AL, age 16,
relevant, are demands for re- who had an injury to the back and
re- right shoulder, listed in
and
examination
interpretation."
satisfactory condition this
Now the question: who has the
"The immediate need," con- morning; Donald Elliott, age 17,
right of way? Both of us, one of us
James Thomas Hughes, Jr.,
tinues McKenzie, "is for Murray Route Five, abrasion to
or none of us?
first baby born in Calloway
the
to
hematoma
face,
the
of
side
left
sensitive
be
to
Christ
of
followers
for 1971, arrived early
County
to spiritual authority and, con- forehead, and neck injury,
Fortunately we each missed the
Saturday morning at Murra!,on Sunday; and
currently, ethically dedicated to released
'other.
Calloway County Hospital.
the task of building character Timothy Wright, age 17, Murray
Parents of the eight pound, six
'not made by hands, eternal in Route Five, injury to bead,
taming east there is no problem.
boy and Mr. and Mrs
ounce,
the heavens.' The Church, in its released on Sunday, according to
'Going from Murray you come to
James Thomas Hughes of Route
mission, is confronted by a choice hospital officials.
a full stop and let the U.S. 68
Seven, Murray. The father is a
of personal evanfelism and social
Another person treated was the
traffic have the right of way, but
recording artist for Columbia
reform, or a combination of both brother of Donald Elliott who was
coming back it's a different
Records.
with equal balance. In the debate not hospitalized.
story. Some kind of sign should be
Grandparents are Mrs. Hilton
between the personal and social Kentucky State Trooper James
created.
and Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Hughes
advances but does not abide. One Barnett said Wright, driving a
Rev. Henry McKenzie
of Murray. Mrs.
all
Sears,
pastor at the
Broadway looks only to the past and the 1962 Ford, was coming toward
Going to work early Thursday
Russell Tapp of Louisville is a
a
on
future."
car
the
a
to
met
he
other
when
Murray
Church in Rock
morning and five Meedow Larks, Presbyterian
great grandmother.
Rev. McKenzie feels that the curb,-and lost control of his car.
and the First
parked in the driveway, rose into Island, Illinois
Twenty-one different Murray
at Quincy, Church has a commission to The car went off the road and
the air and came to rest out on the Presbyterian Church
merchants will provide young
He feels that glanced a tree, according to the
Word."
the
"Preach
is
It
by
being
The
Illinois.
printed
(Continued on Page Five)
Hughes and his parents with
to do this, it must keep its ex- trooper.
many gifts, welcoming the first
panding, unfolding power. This is The driver and the three
Mrs. James Thomas (Vicky ) Hughes is pictured with her baby boy, James Thomas, Jr., who was baby of the new year
its working paradox: advancing passengers were not thrown from
1971. Young Hughes, weighing eight
yet abiding; losing life to find it, the car, Barnett said. Extensive the first baby born at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital in
Mr. and Mrs. Hughes reside at
January!.
Saturday,
on
a.m.
1:58
at
born
was
ounces,
SLX
pounds
giving of itself to keep; and damage was reported to the car
Storey's Food Giant will
Murray Route Seven.
exercising liberty with loyalty.
present two cases of baby forToday, as in other days, a living
mula and a bottle of Sincerely
Aubree milk bath will come from
By HELEN THOMAS
billed as a discussion of the Christ is trying to lead a timid;
Fashion Two-Twenty Cosmetics.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pres- presidency
in depth and fearful Church into a new age of
Two free tickets to either the
ident Nixon scheduled a mini perspective," will be staged in adventure and enterprise, but it
toned Prom istorsatleasa
Capri, the Cheri or the Murray
news conference for tonight the ground floor library of the holds back. This is his mission;
Drive-in will be the gift of Murray
with four television correspon- White House, a new setting for his purpose in writing his book, as
and
today
Royce (Buster) Jones of Hazel Kentucky: Cloudy
Theatres. The Charm Beauty
he states, -The need is to redents in what apparently was television audiences.
died Sunday at eleven a.m. at the tonight with slow clearing from
the state. Salon will give one can of
one of a series of efforts to Nixon will be questioned by emphasize Fundamentals."
County west portion late Tuesday. Oc- By United' Press International storms raged through
Murray-Calloway
McKenzie endeavors in his
Panhandle had Spraynet and J & S Oil will gi%c
widen contacts with the press. Eric 'Severeid of CBS, John
Hospital. He was 72 years of age casional rain today and tonight The University of Nebraska The Oklahoma
The hour-long "conversation," Chancellor of NBC, and Howard volume to give the Church some
snow while ten gallons of gasoline. Shirley
of
inches
nine
The deceased was born ailwith a few thunderstorms east
announced last week, follows a K. Smith of ABC. A fourth Christian concepts and standing Calloway County on October 5, and central portions and rain tottbail team had the right temperatures in Southern Texas Florist has a dozen beautiful red
social
get-together panelist,,Nancy Dickerson, will ground; and no matter what 1898, and was the son at the late mixed with snow west and north idea. They stayed in Miami.
surprise
ranged into the 90s Sunday. roses all ready for the mother
Back home in the Midwest,
the first born of 1971.
with a handful of reporters on represent Public Broadcasting happens he wants the Church to Artie Jones and Eppie Hall central by afternoon ending
the snow was so deep that eves Reno, Nev., tied a record low
retain its fundamentals, to
New Year's Eve.
Service./'
snow
Few
night.
uring the
Jones.
a temperature with its minus-11
Leach's Music and TV will
The television interview, There will be no limit on the believe in them, work for them, Survivors are his wife, Mrs. flues east portion Tuesday snowplows were stuck as
up reading and the Sunday morn- present three long play albums
tied
Snowstorm
majer
..
to
them.
herself
give
and
the
but
subject of the questions,
Madeline Ferguson Jones of ending by afternoon. Highs today holiday
closed ing low in balmy Los Angeles and Ryan's Shoe Store will give
travelers,
This is his reason for writing
White House was hoping Nixon
Hazel; four daughters, Mrs. Ruth 60s east to near 40 west. Lows schools and accounted for was only six degrees above the first baby a pair of shoes.
would have time to philosophize the book and his Apologia Pro Alexander and Mrs. Billie June tonight low 20s west to mid and
freezing.
Sammons Bakery will furnish a
about the presidency and his Vita Sua - his reason for living. Paschall, both of Puryear, Tenn., upper 30s east. Highs Tuesday in several deaths.
free cake and Kentucky Fried
sermon
of
book
McKenzie's
thunderpersonal approach to ,decisionMrs. Peggy Davis of Huachuca, the 20a and 30s. Colder west this By contrast, heavy
The
essays, "Fundamentals
South
making.
Arizona, and Mrs. Bobbie Yearly afternoon and over state night. storm activity dotted the
Two traffic collisions were Nixon's last television conVer- Church Needs," can be ordered
the
temperatures in
and
sons, Continued cold Tuesday.
four
Ark.;
Paragould,
of
Chicken two regular dinners. A
Investigated by the Murray sation was held July 1 at the through the University Book
Sunday ranged from
Souwest
th
Jones, both of
Dan
and
Charles
savings account will be opened in
Police Department on Saturday ABC Studios in Beverly Hills. Store, University Station,
11 below zero in Reno, Nev.,
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
the name of the first born by the
Hazel, Pat Jones of Wichita,
and Sunday, according to the Calif., and was limited tc Murray, Kentucky 42071. It is
A breakin occurred at the Dale Bank of Murray and Ryan Milk
Myrtle Extended weather outlook for 96 at Cotulla, Texas.
of
Jones
LC.
and
Kansas
reports filed by the officers. No clothbound and contains 128 Beach, S. C.; nineteen grand- Kentucky Wednesday through __Blintard or riesOlizzard con- & Stubblefield Drug Store last Company will present 30 quarts
,
(Continued on Page Five )
injuries were reported.
pages.
Med with mproximately fifteen of Homogenized All Jersey milk
Friday.
children.
-- UV"
dition_raged
incars
p.m.
2:29
'Sunday at
will be held' &altered -finis; &wavers and across Minnesota . Sunday and Timex watches and $15.00 in A baby cup is the gift of Lindsey's
services
Funeral
volved in a collision on South 12th
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m_ at the fluries over the state ending from heavy snow fell further east of silver being stolen, according to Jewelers and Dale it Stubbleiteld
Street were a 1967 Ford Fairlane
of the Miller Funeral the west Wednesday followed by the Great Lakes. More than a the report' Made by the Murray has a gift all ready. A shanipoo
chapel
two door hardtop driven by T. C.
and set will be given by Murray
Hazel, with Bro. Jim fair conditions Thursday and foot of new snow covered the Police Department.
Home,
Big
Markham of Route Three,
Bill Johnson Friday. Continued cold Wed- ground from the Colorado Entry to the store was made by Beauty Salon. Merle Norman
Bro.
and
Baker
Sandy, Tenn., and a 1960
breaking thcglass in the rear Cosmetics has a gift of a bottle of
nesday through Friday with lows Rockies to Northwest Illnois.
officiating.
Plymouth four door sedan driven
be in the Hazel in the teens and highs in the 20s to "Our plows are stuck and the door with a beer bottle and then Total Baby Moisture Lotion. A
will
Interment
303
of
Beal
by Helen Marguerite
WASHINGTON ( UPI ( --Sen- the 92nd Congress to be known Cemetery with the arragnements low 30s.
wreckers that went to get them unlocking the door, according to Pin Oak tree to grow as your
South 8th Street, Murray.
ate leaders, frustrated by a as Oil "health rights Con- by the Miller Funeral Home of
stuck," a Dane County. the police report.
baby grows" is-the gift of Murray
are
Police said Markham was series of filibusters that crip- gress:"
Wis., sheriff's deputy said. One Sunday at 8:51 a.m. a report
Hazel where friends may call.
_
entering South 12th Street from pled the body in the closing Before the new Congress
of two me riding in a snow-plow was madeterthe police of a stereo
free
One
diaper service
Month
a
making
the Big K parking lot
days of the 91st Congress, are opens, House Democrats will
truck in Douglas County, Neb., tape playee.being stolen from a will be the gift of Boone's
left turn onto 12th Street to go mapping a new assault against meet to choose new leaders.
died of apparent carbon monox- car at 503 North lit Street, Laundry
and
Cleaners.
north. The Markham car collided rules which allowed the slow- Speaker John McCormack of
Murray.
ide poisoning Sunday night.
Trenholm's Drive-In will give a
on
south
going
car
Beal
_with the
downs.
Massachusetts retired at the
Saturday at 7:23 a.m. Mrs. free pizza or an Italian spaghetti
Both Chicago airports_ were
.new end of the 91st Congress. His
12th in the inside lane of traffic, The move will trigger.
Anderson Retalic of dinner. Love's Studio will record
Mealy
slugged
was
city
were
closed as the
Saws, batteries, and tools
according to the police report. filibuster when the 920-..con- job will ge to Rep. Carl Albert
reported the theft of the new baby for posterity by
Fla.,
Miami,
reported stolen from a sawmill in with seven inches of wet snow.
Damage to the Markham car gress convenes Jan. 21.
of Oklahoma, now the majority
a tape recorder from her car presenting the parents of James
flights
•
canceled
Saturday
airlines
on
Many
County
the
to
Calloway
and
was on the left side
At least seven effective leader, who will not. be opposed.
parked at Hooks Wheel Align- Thomas with a photograph.
Beal car on the left front.
Two household showers have night, according to the _report out of O'Hare International ment Company on North- 4th
filibusters made a shambles of But there wilt be a battle for
eve.
a the late going in the 91st the Majority leader position. been planned for M1.'and Mrs. made to the Sheriff Clyde Steele. Airport until dawn today,
Saturday at 12:01 p.m.
_reel The police report said Nursery Company. Ten gallons of
The sheriff said-the-sawmill is after a runway was opened late Mat' Metalic had locked her car Super Shell is the gift of Super
collision occurred on the Boone's Session, which ended Saturday. Among the candidates are Harold Bynum, whose trailer
evening.
northwest
mile
Sunday
one
about
Buick
located
parking lot between a 1969
Reformers have .• announced Reps. Hale Boggs of Louisiana, home burned Saturday night
whell she parked ilfriday night. Shell Service.
four door hardtop owned by Paul plans to reduce from two-thirds B.F. Sisk of California, James
The first of the showers will be of Backusburg in the northwest Iowa roads were reported 10C
Humphreys, 801 North - 17th present and voting to three. G. O'Hara of. Michigan, Morris held Friday night at the Poplar part of the county.
• cent snow covered and ice
The theft cif a portable r
Street, Murray, and a 1961 fifths the number needed to K. Udall of Arizona, Wayne L. Springs Baptist Church at 7 p.m.
cked. Truck drivers were
Pi
at
-tabiii
it
Chevrolet four door sedan owned choke off a filibuster. . The Hays of Ohio and Edward P. Persons with items they wish to television from
up in truck stops as
haled
have picked up should call Janice Bluff Shores was also reported
by Louis Flood; 735 Nash Drive, attempt will be cotintered by Boland of Massachusetts.
shoulder-high drifts 'blocked
weekend.
the
Evelyn
over
or
753-6566
McCuiston,
smallby
Murray.
the usual filibuster
There also may be attempts
patb. Fort-Dodge, Iowa,
------Sheriff Steele said five their
The police report said both cars state conservatives and South- in the Senate to unseat Scott Phillips, 753-5033.
cat* Were Called off the
police
i
The second shower writhe held juveniles are being questioned
were parked on the lot when
erners.
streets. Thebes Moines Airport WASHINGTON (UP!1—With the Mississippi and Ohio rivers in
on PageFive)
(Continued
shoplif
and
breakins
to
the
regard
at
park,
p.m.
7
of
at
night
out
been
promhas
jumped
Saturday
action
Flood car
Early
the stroke of President Nixon's a fashion' reminiscent of Mark
was closed at mid-day.
Bethel Methodist Church. Anyone tine in the city and county.
rolled down, hit the Humphrey ised by Wilbur Mills, 1)-Ark.,
pen, Elmer Grade got 8900 from Twain's time, had its champions
said
police
Neb.,
Omaha,
fo
cited
wanting items picked up for this ....Four persons were
car, and then rolled back into
chairman of the House Ways
the
government and the grand old in Congress.
major
a
posed
carp
shower should call Mrs Roy public drunkenness by the Sherif abandoned
building with damage to
and Means Committee, on
Queen, last overnight
Delta
Sens. Marlow W. Cook, R-Ky.,
Bynum, 753-5844 or Mrs.'Sandra and his deputies over th problem in snow-removal ef- passenger ship plying inland and William B.
Eddie Shroat Cleanup Shop.
increases in Social Security
Saxbe, R-Ohio,
operShoemaker,
Donald
forts.
weekend.
Bynum, 753-6644.
Damage to the Buick was o benefits, The increases will be
waterways got new life.
joined by Rep. William M. McDupo,
of
on
Taylor
stop
Dessie
truck
a
of
Mrs.
ator
made retroactive to Jae. I. .
the right rear fender and to
Grade, a relatively obscure Culloch, R-Ohio, seized on one of
mother of George Taylor of
Interstate 80 near Lincoln,
MAN CHARGED
Chevrolet on the left front doo
President Nixon's proposal ni..
government worker who lives In the hundreds of so-called
Dupo
a
in
up
put
to
Friday
died
charged
preparations
Hazel,
HELP
was
made
NEEDED
Robbins
Sonny
for welfare reforms, which,
and rear end.,
_ with "flourishing a deadly 250 travelers. Most schools and Arlington, Va. played an un- "private bills" considered byHospital at the age of 89.
would include a $1,600 guaran-`
vaatting role in congressional Congress annually to stage the
Calif.
VIEW,
held
were
services,
'"-MOUNTAIN
Funeral
weapon" after a disturbance at a businesses in Nebraska were
tel income to every family,
the (UPI) —James L. Klopp called party on New Year's Eve night ,c.„1,osed today because of the maneuvering to save the Delta Queen's comeback.
at
p.m.
two
at
Sunday
The Women's Soddy- o Iso has been promised early McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, the fire department and said he
Queen
One such private fall, to give
_
by the Murray Cittr Police, ac- storm's aftermath.
Grade 8900 to cover moving
to
but
Christian Service of tFirst consideration.
all
decided
had
.
Congress
bedh*
Lasater
clearing
the'
a
in
as
help
was
needed
Tenn. Burial
cording to the warrant for the Seettat 441S0161 died
United Methodist Church.,- will Other impOrtant issues in the.
the 44-year-old CincinnatiCemetery in Henry County, Tenn. room of MO gallons of water. arrest. Robbins .made bond of result of the storsii.: Iowa doom
trontianed no PagePniermeet in Hat Chapel at ten a.m.. backlog of legislation include a
based sternwheeler to scrap
daughters,
highway
five
one
are
lias4
Sarvivors
Court,
lit
City
logged
in
appear
When the baffled fire offictals $500 to
on Tuesday, January 5. The plan to revamp the Selective
renew its
to
failing
4urnher
by
Paris,
man
of
hiCago
C
.
Hutcherson
a
death and
Mrs. Mau
arrived. Thursday, they found according to city officials.
BAPTIST WOMEN
Mattie Bell Hayes Circle will be Service System to provide an
from a 1966 law. 'hat
Henry Klopp trying to mop up the
suffered a heartl' attack while exemption
Miley, import 'Tenn., Mrs.,Ruth Bevil
in charge of the program. The all-volunteer
both of water which overflowed while
wet sno*. statute prohibits woodenbottom The Baptist Women of the
heavy,
Mills,
the
Myrtle
shbvehng
Mrs.
and
Hazel Baptist. Church will
executive committee will meet at quotas, and :event/S..08ring
,meet
,
FREE PUPPIES
The South and Southwest had overnight passenger ships
pup),111r, Mrs. batheal Merkle of he was asleep on his new
puppies,
ten
lout:
at
9:15 a.m, in the church parlor. with the states,
January
a.m.
5,
has
than
persona
Tuesday,
58
more
carryina
Boone
Paula
their own brand 'of unusua
Mo., and Mrs. Pauline .waterbedw
In addition, the administra- St. Louis,
sailing on inland water- at the church for a planning
two male and two female, that weather Arkansas State PoTenn.;
PoMontpelier,
of
Hutchens
tion is working on a new health
she wishes to give away. The lice reported a tornado touched ways It wis drafted in the wake meeting. A covered dish luncheon
J. P.
As Klopp explained it to
ONE CITED
recommendation four sons. George of Hazel,
insurance
of two disastrous ship fires in the will be served at noon followed by
Pups are half collie and she ask
water
the
Clivls,
firemen, he attached
One persdn was cited for public Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania, the of Paris, Tenn ,Calvin and
753- down near Hollywood, damag- Atlantic_
the- Royal-Service program at
thirty-six hose to fill the bed and then tel that interested persons call
Dupo,
of
both
drunkennes by the)Antray Police Republican
the
leader. in
ing one house Heavy thunder I The Delta Queen, which travels 1:30 p.m(
after 5 p.m
9894
mattress
filling
the
on
grandchildren
asleep
the
over
Department
weekend.'Senate has said he mould like
• -•
s

Parents Are
r. And Mrs.
James Hughes

Conversation With The
- President OA TV Tonight

"Blister" Jones
Sunday

The

WeathrExpis

Two Collisions
Investigated

Blizzard Conditions Rage
Midwest; Snowplows Stuck

Breakin Occurs
tojilt Store Here

Senate Leaders Map New
Assault On Filibusters

Shower Is
Planned For
The Bynum&

Items Stolen
From Sawmill

Delta 9ueen is Granted
New Life By President

Mother Of Local
Man Passes Away

wscs

v
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P.

Edward
Everett
Horton

Senate, the anti-preparedness
bloc scored significant victories.
There was disturbing evidence in
these and related developments
which indicate Americans lack
the stoic qualities which carried
SUBSCIPTION_RATES: By Carrier In Murray. per week 358, Per
the Roman Republic through
Month $1.52. In Calloway ail-adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
Zones 1 & 2. $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.
stormy periods.
The accent in our national life
Chie Asset of a Community is the
is on pleasure and comfort—and
Integrity
Its Newtspaper"
permissiveness and apologetics
for weakness are everywhere.
.84%;1)AY—JANUARY 4,1971
Cardinal
Chester Morris Conrad
We have tremendous need of a
John O'Hara Roscoe Turner John Gunther
Cushing
strengthening
within,
of
recapturing
the
tough.
The news media reported
mindedness that characterized
economic troubles—high prices America
LEDGER a TUG= IFILZ
in earlier decades.
combined with rising nnelar '$Izresident
Nixon is trying to steer
ployment in 1970—but there's no the
nation in the right direction,
The question of a Calloway County-City of Murray Planning and
special concern apparent in the but he
has insufficient support.
Zoning Commission was presented before the Fiscal Court at its
talk of the travelers. Major
Too many Americans are
meeting at the Calloway Court House.
flights are booked to capacity. trying
to get more out of the
Martin Oil Company won the first annual city handicap bowling
Terminal restaurants are system
than they put into it. The
Lassiter
Richard
tournament by rolling a 3011 three game series.
Bertrand
•
Acluned
Merriman
Gams! Abaci
importance of self-decipline and
Inger Stevens
Russell
captured the high single game t:op',y with a 254 pin roll.
jammed
Though the country is restraint
Sukarno
Smith
Nasser
Billie Burke Marie Dionne Rube Goldberg
isn't properly unThe Jacksoi, Puchase Producuot, Credit Association will hold
experiencing difficulties, there's
derstood. The public has special
Street.
North
4th
at
307
open house tomorrow at its new 1 ltion
no widespread atmosphere of need of
greater resistance to the
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Harrell ie-hichildren of Rock Island, Ill.,
gloom.
emotionalism and hysteria which
Harrell
Alvin
Mrs.
and
Mr.
narents,
their
of
guest
the
Almanac
have been
The
Here end there,depression and pass for
idealistic reform.
and Mr. and i's,P-s+ I-Iermw. Cathy,'
the gloom are real, hairever, as Unless the
By United Press International
American people
_
in
the
airframe
industry.
My grasp the nature of
Today is Monday, Jan. 4, the
our country's
college-age son recently told me underlying
fourth day of 19'71.
difficulties and deal
of
hitching
a
ride
with
a
former
moon
is in its first
The
with them constructively, our
aeronautical engineer at the nation's
quarter.
internal problems will
Taylor,
B.41Nunn
Gov.
and
Louie
added that the space at all three Lockheed plant in Georgia. Until reach crack-uo
By Reberkr, Dalton
morning
Tip
stars are
proportions in a
LEDGER
last year, when Lockheed ram few years.
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI)— an unidentified prison guard, institutions is adequate.
failed
to
provide
satisfactory
into
trouble,
this
LaGrange
man
earned
has
a
40
-bed
hospital
Jupiter.
Three weeks after the State
Department of Corrections medical treatment for Schmidt with 10 to 15 beds occupied daily. 125,000.00 a year. Now he is a
The evening star is Saturn.
James H. Stockdale, jam Smith, Charles F. Rowlett, James
Those born on this date are dedicated a new $600,000 prison and protect him from the attack Pee Wee Valley with its 70 to 75 traveling salesman, earning less
F. Rowlett, Billy P.Howar,'
women inmates has a five-bed than half his previous salary.
-'.es M. Burkeen,Joe P. Johnson, under the sign of Capricorn.
hospital at the state penitentiary, within the prison walls.
Mother Seeks $200,000
The airframe industry is
facility.
Herbert J. Brandon, Gene T. Housden, Glenn Y. Crawford,
Newton, who an inmate died there of a stal,
Isaac
Sir
The suit seeks $200,000 in
esiiewietty depressed, and highly
Gerald D. Humphries, Isaac W. Dowdy, Thomas L. Winchester, discovered the law of gravity, wound in the chest.
Decisions Up To Doctor
Buel G..Mohundro, and Joe R. Nance left January 2for induction was born Jan. 4, 1642.
Fellow prisoners smuggled out damages in the August 31 death. Taylor said the decision to trained people accustomed to a
in the Armed Forces.
a letter to the LIA Justice Taylor declined to talk directly move a prisoner to an outside good living are the principal
,.-On this day in history:
-arida- the charges in the in- hospital is made by the physician victims. The U. S. Senate's opRalph Virgil Horton has verviteered far service hi the- trAl
.
t
in 1886 Dr. William Grant of Department charginginadequatt
vestigation and the suit since it is at the prison. But the Warden position to the supersonic tranNavy.
Desenpert, Iowa, performed medical care and facilities at the
William Foy, student at the urifiersfty of Kentucky, Lexington, the Ore appendectomy. The Eddyville institution caused the pending in court, but said he felt a ultimately is responsible for any sport )SST) in 1970 was an
"doctor is more accessible to an prison decision, he said.
Went the holidays with his parnets, Mr.and Mrs.S. V. Foy.
ominous development. For the
patient made a complete death.
The marriage of Miss Sarah ienderson and Pete Panzera was recovery.
Donald Schmidt, 23, was ser- inmate at any time of the day or "The doctor's decision is first time in this country, there
night than to rnost private normally followed," Taylor said. was tremendous opposition to an
solemnized December 28in Eiopkinsville.
In 1937 about 10,000 Italian ving a 15-year term he was
citizens."
The failure to remove Schmidt advattc'ed
technological
troops landed in Spain to help stabbed by another prisoner. The
"An inmate who asks to see a to a public hospital is one of the development. America can't
the Nationalist forces in the death set off a chain of events
both inside the prison walls and in doctor is never denied the right," charges made in the suit and in afford much of that type of opSpanish Civil War.
the
courtrooms of Kentucky Taylor said in an interview. "The the inmates' complaint. Also, the position—doubt about the need
In 1948 Burma became an
questioning the hospital facilities policy is usually to try to joke suit charges the prison hospital for industry—and remain the
independent nation.
In 1967 speedboat racer and medical treatment of in- them out of it since sometimes was not equipped to treat chest world's richest country. The antiit's only too much time on their injuries.
technology mood that emerged in
Campbell died when his
Donald
Snake I not unto you, saying, do not sin against the child?—
hands,
but an inmate is never Taylor declined comment on 1970 could mean the loss of untold
new
hospital at Eddyville
jet-powered boat exploded.
Genesis 42:Z2.
I
is staffed by a full-time physician refused if he asks for a doctor." both because of the pending court numbers of jobs in future.
God is th protector of all children. The future belongs to them,,
Nineteen seventy was a
and
two civilian medical aides. It "There might be a thousand case.
=today:
thought
Irish
for
A
too. Every ehild is entitles to a chance. Do not deprive them of
has
an operating room, X-ray who don't really need to see a Schmidt died about six hours disturbing year for another
Stephens
James
said,
poet
their rights.
"Women are wiser than men facilites, a laboratory, a phar- doctor," Taylor continued, "but after being taken from the cell reason. It was a period of failure
the one who does might be the one block with a stab wound in the insofar as the war on inflation is
because they know less and macy, and 23 beds. The daily
chest, Authorities later charged concerned. Though American
average of in-patients at the that was refused."
STATE GOVERNMENT'S
understand more."
MEEK OF LC'Ttr
Eddyville has an inmate Obert Warfield, 25, of Todd goods face a difficult competitive
hospital is about seven.
LED TO COURT in Los AnbAIEF
State
Corrections
Com- population of between 1,050 and County, with murder. A coroner's situation at home and abroad, the geles, ,.where he is being
1,100
making
it
second
in
total
investigation and an in- cost of many U. S. products tried in the slayings of five
missioner John C Taylor feels
By Gary G. Bode:Heston
the Eddyville hospital and the prisoners to the state refor- vestigation by the Lyon County soared becauseof hugh wage persons at the home of acECONOMY—Gov. Louie B. Nunn has appointed a five-member BUS HIJACKED
at
LaGrange
matory
which has sheriff's office cleared the settlements.
LONDONDERRY, Northern medical attention given the intress Sharon Tate, charles
Council of Economic Advisers to collect and interpret fiscal data
warden of any fault in the death. Many Americans are weary Manson of the so - called
with the purpose of making projections, and to report on the Ireland (UPI) —A man hi- mates is adequate, -but we're about 1,750 to 1,800.
Psychiatric Help Provided
The six inmates, who smuggled and heartsick at the spread of "Manson family," wears
"state of the Kentu6ky economy- at the beginning of fiscal and jacked a bus with 27 persons always trying to improve it."
The prison hospital at Ed- out the protest signed with their inflation, which erodes earnings, ciVilian garb instead of his
aboard from a Londonderry
Letter Smuggled Our
calendar years.
offers
psychiatric names, prison numbers and but there wasn't iny evidence in
usual jail cldthing.
terminal Friday, drove it four Six fellow inmates of Schmidt dyville
JOBS—A manpower study being Conducted by the state Depart- miles and then fled after sent a letter to the Justice counseling for about 24 inmates thumb prints, were placed in 1970 of a real public demand for
action against the root cause of
Department charging violation of In a special ward. Aso, some solitary confinement, the
ment of Economic Security for the U.S. Labor Department is-_crashing it intna hedge. „.
(El CINECOM
Inflation. Labor union leaders
None of the passengers was their constitutional rights by,the inmates are transferred to state said.
expected to provide Kentucky's educators with accurate labor
THEATRES
hosplUdit
r exercised their monopolistic DAILY FILM
hurt and the police began a alleged refusal of Eddyville
market data for the next 10 years.
GUIDE
search for the man who Warden John W. Wingo to move and counseling.
oporwaersbainenst1971.withThoouutghanysofearner
COLLEGE—Governor Nunn has released the artist's drawings of boarded the bus posing as the the victim to an outside hospital, Talor noted that the prison did ACTIVE DUTY
11MSALA
plants had to be shut down and
The warden apparently did not not need as many beds in its
concrete Academic-Administration regular driver.
a five-story reinforced
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
hospital
since
ininates
with
nonBOISE/Idaho
(UPI)
—John
working hours were curtailed in
forward the complaint from the
Building which will serve as the hub of the. planned Ncirtrn
US 54'S
prison mails and the prisoners contagious illnesses requiring Baugh, a 'Boise folksinger and several industries, union leaders
Kentucky State College campus.
one 44 xlcic
confined
bed
rest are
to their
her of the Idaho National continued to insist on sharp wage
smuggled out copies to relatives,
.
, and return daily for uard, has to report for active hikes—and thus drove up the cost
9:15
7:15
who sent a copy to Washington. cells
RECREATION—A $21,000 federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
By Rein, & H•noen
:••••
grant has been sent to the city of Georgetown as part payment for
The six inmates charged that medication and a checkup at the duty Monday because he insists of goods and services.
NICHOLSON
JACK
keeping his curly locks and
developing a 10-acre park in the city. Governor Nunn, in anNot all America's troubles in
the prison hospital facilites were prison hospital.
jan, 4
inadequate for treatment of Sch- Taylor said the department is covering them with a wig for 1970 were economic in character.
nouncing the award,said to date 64-similar applications from 44
, A lack of timer discipline was
counties have been approved during the past three years.
midt's wounds and that their .sronsideringadding a man and his drills.
right of freedom from cruel and wife, both physicians, as fulltime Spec.5 Baugh, 26, who was lapparent in other areas of the
merubefs
at
LaGrange
and
staff
scheduled
originally
for 'national life. Communism gained
CRIME—The state Crime Commission has been awarded 8419,000
unusual treatment was violated.
and anew fqothold in this hemisphere
afrtei
y rceli,vesaid
b 16se
eaers
affrgeyF
The FBI investigated the the wornen's prison at Pee Wee adischtia
f;Sal.r.',UP•X
by the U.S. Department of Justice to continue and expand its law
when
Marxist was elected
charges of the inmates and has Valley. Both now have doctors,
enforcement planning.
• 0
7:30
Friday he is seeking a court president of Chile—and the U. S.
forwarded h report to the Justice on a part - time basis.
DIARY
OF
A
MAD
ELECTIONS—Governor Nunn has set January 15 as the date for
Department. The findings of that The prisons all have doctors on injunction to halt his induction. did nothing. Nineteen seventy
HOUSEWIFE LI'
Binklay of
special elections to fill vacancies in the 35th state Senatorial.,
.
report hirlie not been made call 24 hours a day, Taylor said, Under Idaho guard regula- was a year of bombings on
and the state has arrangements tions, men failing to conform to university canlpuses. In the U. S.
District, and the 82nd state House District.
JAKOB L K..'GRIMM
public.
17&s-1463
Mrs. Elaine Schmidt, of with nearby hospitals for care of regulations are marked AWOL
German Philologist
Covington, the slain prisoner's critical tases and for certain for each drill which they attend
The Grimm Brothers,
mother, has filed a suit in U.S. types of surgery or treatmeht. with an unacceptable haircut.
A Transportation Ministry
45 KILLIal
Jakob and Wilhelm, Collected
In upgrading medical services, Five AWOLs result in a call to
Folk
Tales
Friday
and
said
the
District
Published
Court at Paducah
communique
—lofty-five
/UPI)
TEHRAN
Taylor said LaGrange needs active duty.
Grimm's
Fairy
Ta1.3
carrying
charging
was
that
the
train
Warden,
persons were killed and II were cargo
Corrections Commissioner remodeling of the hospital. But he
construction materials between
injured ThtlfscIALY
carrying workers collided with the stations of Sagzi and
a cargo train in Central Iran. Maybod, near Yazd.
Hjalroar
Schacht

Charles
de Gaulle

'.','alter
Reuther

Her to

John
Dos Passos

George Steil

Marshal
Tlimoshenko

Ten Years Ago Today

Unii
To

Outlook For The NeW-Thir
ATLANTA, GA.—The Atlanta
airport, the crossroads of the
South, is an appropriate spot
from which to survey the year
past and to look to the year
ahead. A cross-section of the
regional—indeed the national—
population moves through this
vast air terminal each day—
businessmen, servicemen or
leave, hippies, young mothers
with children—a complete
sample.
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Death of Inmate At Eddyville Leads
To Suit, Charges of Inadequate Care
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WORLD YEAR
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MOSCOW PEW OP PUTTING
WORKING VEHICLE ON•MOON

C•

•

•••-•.rralswAterr

WASHINGTON
RECOGNIZES
POLLUTION AS
TOP PROBLEM

MAINDIDOS OP THOUSANDS
01 EPITT pATOSTAN
TIDAL WOVE. CYCLONE

ses

US AGREES
TO RETURN
OKINAWA TO
JAPAN IN '72

14150N ENDS
TWO YEARS,
'CAPCT OTT
1110 Of is,
TROUSLIS

NY ADDS
Ofi•TRACK
HORSE BETS
TO LOTTERY

PERU OUAKI
BURIES WHOLE
TOWNS LEAVES
70,000 DEAD
A

U S 1011C115 GRIMY GO
•FTER RID SANCTUARIES
IN CAI•460IA. OPENING
WHOLE NEW WAR

GEORGE
14o SWENS!

MOUIN
NASSER, *I
CAI120 GRAVE

ON PACIRC TOUR, POPS
BARELY ESCAPES ft/4M
ASSASSIN IN MANILA

PATCHWOIROC=Above is the Apollo 14 crew .patch de-iignett by- pew menibers 'Man Shepard. commander,
Stuart Roosil command module pilot. and Edgdr Mitchintrclule -pilot. The nii$sion is scheduled Jae 31e
--t
• i

Today Hwy Tut,.

PROTESTANT-CATHOLIC
STRIPE RAINS AGAIN
AND AGAIN IN ULSTER

APOLLO II BLOWS
APAIS MAC MOON,
MIT CREW (IMPS
SACK TO PACIPIC
SPLASHDOWN

*MOM? *KOMI,
CNA! PIPSIDENT,
PAST SUCH WAD
OP STATE TO BE
ILICTIO IN AID

•

MRISTIMATID
2 MILLION
CASUALTIES
IN NI01111/1
CIVIL WAR

o Foams,

KIONAP•KIll
ARGENTINE PIOSIDINT
ARAMEILIU STARTS NEW
TERRORIST TECHNIQUE

LI ZASED4

NOSODY BUDGES
IN MIDDLE LAST

RaiPIMOSSE4w4TECIIIMIr
SKYJACKING SIACIOS
PEAK AS GUERRILLAS
BLOW UP THREE BIG
JETS ON JORDAN SAND

' Boded
,

Show Times:
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Cowboys And Colts To Clash In Super Bowl
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Unitas Guides Baltimore Rookies Holt
To AFC Title Yesterday ,Spotlight In
By IRA MILLER
regular season, payed all the
UPI Sports Writer
way after quarterback Daryle
BALTIMORE (UPI) —The
Larrionica, the AFC missing
Baltimore Colts, the first
leader, went out intI second
National Football League team
quarter with a pulled muscle.
to be embarrassed by a Super
Colts Shoot Ahead
Bowl defeat, get another
The Colts shot ahead, 10-0, on
chance.
a 16-yard field goal by Jim
The man who made the itrip
O'Brien and Bulaich's 2-yard
possible is the same one the
run before Blanda went to
New York Jets embarrassed in
work.
Baltimore's - istst Super Bowl
He kicked a 46-yard field goal
visit two years Sgo,
in the second quarter, then tied
Johnny Unitas.
the game early in the third
" Unitas guided the tolts4 the
with a 38-yard touchdown pass
American Football Conference
to Fred
Biletnikoff
when
championship Sunday, beating
defender Charlie Stukes fell
the Oakland Raiders, 27-17,
-He's smart, he's been
Uniasbcight the Colts right
around a long time," said
back for O'Brien's second field
cornerback Willie Brown of the
goal, a 23-yarder;awl Bulaich's
Raiders. "He just sat back and
second touchdown ruiti..an. 11did what he had to."
yarder, within five
What Unitas had to do was
give them a 20-10 lead.
make the Oakland defense
It was then, with the Colts
respect the Colt's weak running
seriously challenged for the
game, which he did with
first time in the game, that
another productive day by
Unitas' passes were consistentrookie Norm Bulaich, who
ly on target.
scored two touchdowns and
He completed a 30-yarder and
gained 71 yards.
a 17-yarder to Eddie Hinton on
Unitas Lowers the Boom
the drive leading to the field
Then, Just when it looked like
goal, then hit Hinton for 13 and
miracle worker George Blanda
Roy Jefferson for 11 and 13
might rally the Raiders in the
yards before Bulaich's TI).
lowered
the
half,
Unitas
second
Perkins Wraps it Up
boom with a clinching, 68-yard
Blanda hit Warren Wells with
touchdown pass to Ray Perkins.
a 15-yard touchdown pass early
The victory, worth $8,500 to
in the final quarter but three
each Baltimore player, puts plays later
Unitas dropped the
them into the Super Bowl Jan.
bomb to Perkins to wrap if up.
17 against the Dallas Cowboys
Unitas directed an error-free
at Miami. It's something the
offense. The Colts didn't turn
Colts didn't expect to happen.
the ball over, and the Raiders
Unitas completed only 11 of
did, including interceptions by
29 passes for 245 yards, Rick Volk and Ray May inside
including the touchdown, com- the Colts' 1.0-yard line in the
pared to Blanda's 17 of 31 for final sevii minutes when
271 yards and two touchdowns
Blanda was trying...to „catch up.
but Blanda was intercepted Baltimore 1aoleradvantage of
three times and he knew who a 23-yard pint by Mike
won the battle. - Eischeid to scare one field goal
We lost to a better team," and a touchdown came after
Blanda said. You can't say George Atkintortambled away
enough about Johnny Unitas. a punt and Sam., Ha vrilak
He's still the best. He. was recovered.
great, absolutely great."
Coach Don. McCafferty gave
Blanda, 43, who came off the the Colts two days off before
bench to rescue five games in a they return to the practice field
row for the Raiders during the Wednesday.
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for only 99

1
2 off durRight now you can save /
ing our midwinter coat dryc leaning
special. By getting Sanitone drycleaning now, your coats will be protected tiorn deep-down soil that can .
cause ditnage to fabric fibers. And
Sanitone drycleaning not only gets
the soil out. It puts new life back into
your clothes. So act now and save ;.'a
on your coat drycleaning during this
limited time offer.
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THE CLEANER INTERESTED IN MI

Standings

Phoenix Beats Dallas Holds Off San
San Francisco Francisco 17-10 Sunday
In NBA Action.

NBA Standing. . •
ABA Standings
By United Press 1.t. M' By United Press International
Atlantic Division
East
1- W. L. Pot'GIB
W. L. Pet. GB
attempt to Gene Washington
By JOE SARG1S
New "To*
31 12 .721
Virginia
30 12 .714 ...
and
ran it to the 38. Morton,
Writer
Sports
„URI
Boston "N
24 17 58t.
Kentucky
25 16 .610 4/
1
2
By Unitcd Press International
SAI'for FRANCISCO (UPI)— bothered by a sore pitching
By United Press International Philadelphia
24 19 .558 7, New York
16 22 .421 12
The night belonged to "The Some time today it will begin to elbow since mid-season, then
Rookies held the spotlight in Buffalo.
11 32 .256 20 Floridians
16 23 .410 12%
Gem"
and "The Duck."
sink in. The Dallas Cowboys took the Cowboys 62 yards in
the American basketball AssoCentral Division
Pittsburgh
17 26 .395 13/
1
2
Clerri "The „Gem" Haskins really have won a championship eight plays, flipping five - yards
ciation Sunday night.
-"W. L Pct. -GB Carolina
16 25 .390 13/
1
2
scored 32 points, sinking 13 of and now are headed for the to Garrison all alone in the end
Charley, Scott of Virginia, Baltimore
23 16 .590 ...
West
zone to cap the drive. That
21 field goal attempts, Sunday Super Bowl.
Dan Issel of Kentucky and Cincinnati
17 21 .447 5%
W. L. Pet. GB
night in leading Phoenix jerh "It's all so fantastic, so score stood up as the margin of
Ralph Simpson of Denver, all Atlanta
14 28 .333 10% Utah
25 12 .676 ...
victory.
10241 victory over San Ptincis- unbelievable,"saidCowboys
leading candidates for the Cleveland
5 41 .109 21% Indiana
23 15 .605 2%
Finally Gives Up TD
jonal quarterback Craig Morton Sunco. In the only other
the
Year
ABA's Rookie of
Midwest Division
21 18 .538 5
Memphis
Dallas' famed "doomsday
Basketball Association
day after he had helped pilot
Award, helped their teams- to
' Denver
W. L Pet. G
15 23 .395 10%
held San
as Dallas to a 17-10 yittory over defense," which
Don _[ Chancil, known
victorieS with some clutch, Milwaukee
30 7 .811 ... Texas
14 26 .350 12%
61 yards rushing,
Francisco
to
during
his
college
"The-.
Duck"
Francisco
Forty
San
the
shooting.
•
26 15 .634 6
-Detroit
Sunday's Results
gave up a touchdown.:
Scott pumped in 37 points in Chicago
24 16 .600 7% Pittsburgh 115 New York 109 - days at Houston, tallied a Niners, a victory which capped finally
career-high 31 points and added an amazing comeback and 'put Brodie got it by throwing 25
Virginia's 135-124 triumph over Phoenix
25 19 .568 8% Kentucky 124 Floridians 119
11 assists in helping Boston the Cowboys into the Jan. 17 yards to Dick Witcher late in
Carolina which kept the. Squires
Pacific Division
Virginia 13S/Carolina 124
wallop Atlanta, 140-128.
Super Bowl opposite the Balti- the third quarter after the
four and a half games in front
W. L. Pet. GB Denver 129 Texas 124
Cowboys had taken a 17-3 lead.
Phoenix, in last place in the more Colts.
of second-place Kentucky in the Los Angeles
22 17 .564 ...
Monday's Games
A 16-yard field goal by Bruce
despite
a
..Midwest
Division
Famed
oddsmaker
Jimmy
Eastern Division. Mike Barrett San Diego
.535
1
23 20
New York vs. Kentucky
and a 21-yarder by
Gossett
25-19
record,
beat
creditable
GreekSnyder
has
"The
aided Virginia's cause with 19 San Francisco 23 21 .523 1%
at Indiana
San Francisco for the second tabbed the Baltimore-Dallas Mike Clark, both coming in the
points and 14 assists as the Seattle
19 22 MG
Floridians at Indiana
night in a row thanks to the Super Bowl matchup as a "pick first half, accounted for the
Squires won their fifth in a row Portland
12 30 .205 11/
1
2 (Only games scheduled)
efforts
of Haskins and team- 'em" affair, but from the way game's other points.
14th in the last 18
Sunday's Results
Brodie, the NFC's Player of
mates Dick Van Arsdale and the Cowboys are playing of late
games..
Boston 140 Atlanta 128
Paul Silas Van Arsdale scored (won seven in a row) they the Year, completed 19 of 40
Joe Caldwell led the Cougars Phoenix 102 San Francisco 81
NEW
YORK (UPI)—Rod 21 points and Silas chipped in should be favored by a wide passes for 246 yards, but the
with 31 points-and Larry Miller
Monday's Games
Laver defeated fellow Austra- with 14 as the Suns put the margin.
Dallas defense shut him oft
added Z.
Seattle at Milwaukee
lian Ken Rosewall, 6-3, 6-2, 7-5, game away by outscoring the They playtd their "usual" whenever the Forty Niners got
Issel hit for 36 points in Portland at Cleveland
in the opening match of the Warriors, 28-13, in the- falai game against San Francisco close.
Kentucky's 12-119 victory over (Only games scheduled)
210,000 tennis Champions Clas- quarter.
"I don't think anyone is going
Sunday, run, run, run on
the Floridians. Mack Calvin,
sic at Madison Square Garden. Nate Thurmond's 26 points offense, and shut the other guys to shut Brodie off," said
the ABA's leading scorer, paced
Landry. "Our plan was to keep
led the Warriors who dropped off on defense.
U.S. WINS'CUp
the losers with 34 points.
hip from burning us. We did it
to third place in the Pacific
Gain 214 Yards Running
Simpson collected 24 points, MIAMI BEAM-(UPI)—The
including six during an over- United States won the Sunshine JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (UPI) Division, a game and a half Rookie running back Duane by keeping him under pressure
running all the time.
time period, as Denver got by Junior Cup tennis title Sunday, —Pat Sullivan, the nation's behind Los Angeles and a half Thomas and - his
Morton hit on only seven of
companion, Walt Garrison,
Texas, 129-124. Julius Ham- defeating South Africa. Hero total offense- leader, outduelled game behind San Diego.
Francisco 22 passes for 101 yards but he
the
San
mond's 30 points led the Solomon of Silver Springs, Md., Archie Manning to spark Chaney was ably assisted by drove
their said "the figures don't mean a
crazy
with
Rockets' attack while Ron and Brian Gottfried of Fort Auburn to a 35-28 victory over John Havlicek and Jo Jo White defense
Gator Bowl. who scored 29 and 22 points, alternate rushes through the thing."
Boone of Texas topped all Lauderdale, Fla., won straight- Mississippi in
respectively. The Celtics also line and sweeps around the
victories
over
set singles
scorers with 35.
were helped by the col - right side.
In the only other ABA game, opponents Byron Bertram and
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—
OAKLAND (UPI)—Mel
-shooting Hawks,who made only Between them they gained
Stew Johnson and John Brisker Ftuan Kruger.
pf Missouri ran the opening 40 _pm,cent4.their shots from 214 yards running, Thomas Duane ThOrnas scored on a 13each scored 26 points in pacing
and sore-armed
Kickoff for a touchdown and the fieM--,rd committed 32 picking up 143 in 27 carries and yard run
the Pittsburgh Condors to a 115quarterback Craig Morton
scored another TI) in a 45-yard turnovers.
TALLAHASSEE,
Fla.
(UPI)
Garrison 71 inh7. That enabled
109 triumph over the New York
tossed five yards to Walt
Dass from Dan Pastorini of
Lou Hudson and Pete Mara- the Cowboys ti play their ballNets. Rick Barry topped the —Larry B. Jones, an assistant
Garrison for another TD as the
West
toto
lead
the
Santa
Clara
_
•.oach
at
Tennessee
last
season,
scoring
hertors
for
vich
shared
made
it
game
and
they
control
Losers with 27 points and Billy
i 17-13 triumph over the East the Hawks. with 72 points pay off, hut it-took. ,intercep- Dallas Cowboys beat the San
was
named
head
coach
of
Paultz had 25.
Francisco Forty-Niners, 17*-10,
n the 46th Shrine Game.
Florida State.
apiece.
how by Lee Roy Jordan and
to win the' National' Football
Mel Renfro to give them the
Conference championship.
breaks they [needed.
Thomas galloped 13 yards for
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
Dallas' first touebdown. after
Tennessee State, ranked No. 10
Jordan's interception, ,going
among the nation's small
through and around the -San
college basketball teams, upset
Francisco defense and breaking
Philaelphia
second-ranked
four tackles en route.
Sports
Textile, 78-70, behind the 29Renfro intercepted Brodie at
point performance of Len
BY: DON CARR
the Dallas 19 on a "bomb"
OPPONENT
MARGIN
Robinson.
-YAW=
FAVORITE
MARCIA
OPVNENT
a.
GAMES OF I- 7.7.1 .
GAMES OF 1 5 71.

ABA Sunday

Kentucky
College
Roundup

By United Press International
Kentucky college basketball
teams go to the courts tonight in
full force as 5th-ranked Westeril
Kentucky 'takes on Tennessee
Tech, Kentucky clashes- with
Mississippi State, Union collides
with Kentucky State, No. 1 in the
small college UPI polls, and
lepuisville
plays- -host to
Georgetown.:
'Other games tonight match
EasteritKentacky against Austin
Peay, Murray and Morehead,
Kentucky Wesleyan and' Transylvania, Berea and Mars Hill,
and Bellarmine plays host to
Dalhousie University of Nova
Scotia.
The Louisville Cardinals, with
Jim Price showing the, way, got
past their first big test in the
Missouri Valley Conference
Saturday night, beating Tulsa 8874 on the losers' home floor:.
Western got a one-basket lead
with just over six minutes left to
play and then managed an 86-83victory over Oast Tennessee
State University at Johnson City,
Tenn., In the first Ohio Valley
Conference clash for both teams
this season.
The Kentucky Wildcats were
saved from another upset defeat
Saturday night by senior guards
Terry Mills and Jim Dinwiddie as
the Wildcats fought off the Ole
Miss Rebels by a score of 103-95 in
basketball action at Oxford,
Miss. Saturday night.
Morehead State suffered- its
consecutive
loss
seventh
Saturday night as Austin Peay
broke a three-game losing streak
to whip the Eagles, 1K0-84 at
Morehead.
And, Murray State fought a nipand-tuck battle in the first half of
its game with Eastern Kentucky
at Richmond Saturday night,
then pulled ahead for good, 81-74.

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

- 5 LOCATIONS

Pro Cage

Kentucky Colltge
Basketball Results
Western Kentucky 86 East
Tennessee 83
Murray 81 Eastern Kentucky 74
Austin Peay 90 M'clitehead 84
entucky 103 Ole Miss 95
fOuisville 86 Tulsa 74
.exington. AA.1.1_ team 106
aducah Community Col. 103 OT
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FLJ
4 pm 'til Closing
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Tuesday Is Super
,Savings Night

HAMBURGER * 4IENCH FRIES* DRINK
You get a delicious, open-flalnabfo;lid., pure-beef Hamburger
Sandwich . . a big bag of Idaho French Foes . . arid your
choice of beverage' A tremendous trio, at a paltry price!

BIG SHEF * FRENCH FRIES * DRINK
For BIG appentes
get a thole-deck
SHEF (two Hamburgers. melted
chaste, lettuce, and creamy sauce)
bag of Idaho French Flies
and
ur favorite drink
Qpoo P011 •64, la.

ton

otiralE,(MIR 00 /MX

BURGER
CHEF
Family Restaurants

1300
Main Street
NA-HA 3.5

HURGER CHEF GOES ALL OUT TO PLEASE YOUR FAMILY

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Children Can Now'Get Culture While
Buying Shoes. In "Peoples Galleries"

PAG/

-

Bridal Luncheon Is
Given In. Honor Of
and Miss Carolyn Craig
the

Sh(
Pos

Phone 153 1917 or 11,3-1947

Woman's View
president
stein, vice
Monday, January 4 4
By KATHLEEN NEUMEYER creative director of
Sinking
of
Women
The Baptist
LOS ANGELES (UPI) —Now "people's galleries." "All of our The Southside Restaurant was
Spring Baptist Church is
can take the children to graphics must ,be approved to the scene of a delightful luncheon
you
scheduled to meet at the church
buy shoes and offer them maintain the high quality."
Tanny Barnes, Ht.
Murray;
held in honor of Miss Carolyn
at seven p.m.
culture at the same time.
Rubinstein said the triosks Craig, bride-elect of James
Mrs. Patsy Henson and Baby
Fine art has come to the were designed "to blend in with
Bey, Rt. 8, Benton; Fred Hughes,
December 30, 1970
William Collier of Lexington.
The Kathleen Jones Group of
shopping center, courtesy of a the form and shape of various
Rt. 2, Hazel; Jerry Adams, Rt. 1,
ADULTS 103
WMS of the First Baptist Church
firm which is establishing kinds of architecture in the Mrs. Clayton Hargrove MO
Hazel; Charles Broach, 404 S.
NURSERY 9
will meet at the home of Miss
"people's galleries" in shopping shopping centers and to add Mrs. Hilton Williams were the
10th Murray; Mrs. Marilyn
Lorene Swarm at 7:15 p.m.
centers all over Southern color, form and charm.
gracious hostesses for the
Erwin, Rt. 1, Hazel; Dennis
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
California and plans eventually
prenuptial occasion.
Museums Cooperate
i2th, Murray;
Baby Boy Moffitt (Mrs. Ruth Burkeen, 11 9 ,
The Lottie Moon Group of %VMS
to spread them across the "It is a commercial art form.
William Dunn,- .50l Story,
15th,
B.
Murray;
300%
Moffitt(,
of the First Baptist Church will
presented
was
nation.
We are trying to blend the taste The honoree
Baby Girl- Dyer Ars. Linda Murray; Mrs. Constance Russell,
meet at the home of Mrs.
The idea is borrowed from and quality of the European with a lovely appliance for her
1203 Poplar St., Murray; William
Dyer), New Concord, Ky.
Rudolph Howard at 7:30 p.m.
the colorful kiosks covered with tradition of ,poster advertising home as a wedding gift from the
Hill (expired), Rt, 4, Murray;
posters which dot the sidewalks with the dynamics of American hostesses.
Mrs. Thenie Edwards (expired);
The Executive Board of the
DISMISSALS
Twelve persons were present
of Europe. Instead of the halite drive."
Ahno School PTA is scheduled to
Master Chad Stubblefield, Rt. 1612 College Farm Rd.,
shaped kiosks, however, the' Rubinstein's plans for future and enjoyed the delightful lunmeet at the school at 1:30 p.m.
4, Murray; Mrs. Celiena Capo Murray;
galleries, pabihit.% laclede turn of ',..the cheon.
the
doing
firm
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Hazel;
and
Metromedia, came up with a century advertising, whiCh he
The Licensed Practical Nurses
three-sided design it dubbed the hopes to combine with current
will meet in the conference room
triosk.
ads from the same sponsors,
of the Murray-Calloway County
The triosks are seven feet tall posters for old melodramas,
Hospital at seven p.m. A film on
and supported .on a sculptured paintings from the Old West,
"Arthritis" will be shown.
base with a 2000-pound weight and Japanese kabuki prints.
inside. They are placed strate- Rubinstein said
museums
Tuesday, January 5
gically around the malls of have reacted enthusiastically to
By CLARK KINNAIRD
The Annie Armstrong Group of shopping centers.
the triosk idea because they
The two Presidents were WilN American Women's Hall of Fame properly has
Art 81 Advertising
the liYMS of the First Baptist
feel persons extioefed to art in
liam Henry Harrison and grand21 niches for, more than one of the original Americans
On one side of each triosk is the shopping centers will want
Church will meet at the borne of
son Benjamin Harrison, whose
misidentified by conquistadors as "Indians." The Spanish
blown-up to go then to the museums to
work—a
art
Mrs. Edgar Shirley at 7:30 p.m. an
found peoples who had written languages, maps, currency. lineage was traced back to PocaRembrandt
a
of
reproduction
with Mrs. Lloyd Cornell as
see the originals.
--astronomically-baasd Wenders, complex construction and hontas, peacemaker between her
etching for instance, woodcuts For the advertisers, it offers4,,, irrigation engineering, 'systematized agriculture, organ. father, chieftain of the Powhatan
leader.
from "Alice in Wonderland" or a method , of publicizing their 'aged trade, orderly towns, formalized music, dancing, confederation, and the colonists
sports. Women excelled in medical treatment, pottery. struggling for survival at JamesThe Jessie Ludwick Circle of a painting especially commis- products in a dignified way,
town. The„son. she bore Rolfe in
weaving, other crafts. Significantly, rulerships were
the First Presbyterian Church sioned from a modern artist. It and for the centers, it adds
England returned to Virginia afhereditary In the female line.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Oils is a rotating gallery with clashes of color and added
ter education there, served as a
Women controlled education of children — including
monthly.
changed
exhibits
McNelis at 1:30 p.m.
attraction for customers.
military officer, and wed a co:
males up to times the latter were chosen as warriors.
the
of
On the other two sides
onist.
Traffic studies made at a
Qualities of Indian women were recognized quickly
triosks, there are advertising
_among explorers and colonists. Intermarriages in Florida
Diego.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order posters, most of them so shopping center in San
8000 'antedated the storied Sohn Rolfe-Pocahontas wedding;
additional
an
indicated
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet attractive they could be consiFlorida has American family lines two generations older
cars parked at the mall during
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
than any from Virginia or Massachusetts colonists. KnoWldered pop art.
the first week of the people's
edge of foods and medicines at hand of which Europeans
"This is an important and gallery exhibit, an increase in
were ignorant and skills Indian women brought among the
The WSCS of the Goshen United unique phase of our advertising
of 10 per cent over the
settlers were ruore responsible for survival of early SpanMethodist Church will meet at contract," said Leonard Rubin- traffic
same week the year before.
ish, French and English colonies than history texts have
the church at seven p.m.
made understandable.
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Hospital Report

Pantsuits ban irks
office worker
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I do stenographic work in an office which
einploys 28 women Last week, word came down from the
beans in the front office: "Women are not permitted to wear
pant,'jn the office." Some of the women here wouldn't wear
pan to work if they were permitted to. but that's not the
point.
lieve in the gmocratic system, and think a vote
should bet taken, and let the majority rule. A word from you
FOR DEMOCRACY
might lie4.
DEAR FOR: I'm for desaecracy, too, but a word from me
wouldet mean a thing to the brass in your office. Ilf you'll
forgive the analogy, "tee inmates are not running the
asylum." I
—
Most employers "bust their britches to keep the help
bappy but since it's not that way where you work, hitch up

ySur trousers and look elsewhere.
, DEAR ABBY: I am writing in regard to your book
entitled "Dear Teenager." It was for me an interesting and
- .helpful book because I could see myself in those letters you
bt got from teenagers. I think your advice was wonderful and I
It atm going to try to live up to all the things you talked about,
especially with nay parents and boys.
Thank you for writing it. LUCY IN ASHVILLE, N. C. #

DEAR LUCY: Your letter delights me. because I wrote
"Dear Teenager" lit years ago and now I am more convinced
than ever that we don't need "new" rules to live by, we just
need the common sense and strength to Ilbe by the old ones.

DEAR ABBY: I gave my husband a toupee for ChristGroup I of the First Christian
mas. [He had to go down to have it fit and cut, but I paid
Church CWF will meet at ten
either.]
cheap
for it, and it wasn't
a.m. with Mrs. M. C. Ellis and
I think it looks great on him and so does everyone ehmer
Mrs. E. D. Roberts as hostesses.
but here's my problem. He wears it during the week, btit4r
Mrs. Howard Titsworth will be in
Woman's View
for the women,- Capt. Quigley
tomfortable.:N
not
it's
says
ie.uses to wear it on weekends. He
charge of the program.
By CAROL ANN ROSS
said. f,'We're coming into the
he just wants a rest from it for a couple of days. I think it's
‘‘--WASHINGTON (UPI) —If mainstream of society."
more important for him to wear it on weekends because . Group II of the First Christian she had had her choice, Robin Capt. Quigley credits her
that's when we go out together. If he really wants to leave it
Church CWF will meet at two Lindsay Quigley would have navy career in part to military
oil for two days a week, don't you think he should pick two
p.m. with Mrs. Ernest Bailey and pursued a career as a classical tradition in her family. Besides
days when he is not with me? The reason I bought him the
Mrs. Lessie Pickard as hostesses. music disc jockey.
her father, retired Air Force
toupee in the first place was because I wanted to be with
Mrs. Bailey will have the
After all, what better use Lieutenant Colonel Patrick A.
LIKE HAIR him when he wears it.
program and Mrs. Rupert Parks could she have made of her two uigley, who "always had a
the devotion.
years' background experience soft spot in his heart for the
me,
my
but
to
seine
makes
say
you
What
DEAR LIKES:
in radio and a major in violin Navy," her..mother's father was
and
advice te you Is to stay out of his hair. Store-bought
at Dominican College, San an Army dental officer and her
The Baptist Women of the ?Wee, Calif.?
brother-in-law is a Marine.
Hazel Baptist Church will meet at But as it turned out, the new
DEAR ABBY: I hope you don't mind the dirt on this
the church at ten a.m. for a director of the Waves managed,
p.:per but it can't be helped because would you believe that I
planning meeting, covered dish only a two-year stint in music,
this?
writing
Nam
Viet
am sitting here in the jungles of
luncheon,
and Royal Service as a teacher,.before yielding to
To tell you the truth, Abby, I &el have one big special
her Air Force father's advice to
program. '
second
you're
and
here,
out
lonely
of
kind
problem, I just feel
join the Navy, but she has no

Robinlindsay Quigley Gives Up Musical
Career To Serve Her Country In Navy

best to my mother.
but
It is raining now and everybody is soaked to the skin,

•

the oldtimers tell me I'll get used to it. Maybe I will. I would
like to make a wiah that when this war is over, none of my
friends or the new generation will ever have to go anywhere
to fight.
Gee, I wish I were going to be home for Christmas.
G. L FROM /3REMERTON, WASH
_
What's your problem& Yon feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to AIM, Box 5070a, Los Angeles, Cal.
Will. Fee a personal reply cartage stamped, addressed
esivelope.
For Abby's new biskiit.-'TAM. Tette-fters I/10AP
IIIMIL
Know," send ft to Abby. Ben OM lAS Mgpeati.

regrets.
Capt. Quigley will officially
begin her new appointment
Monday, succeeding Capt. Rita
Mr. and- Mrs. E. B. HOwton Linehan, who will join the
have returned home after office of Vice Adm, B. J.
spending the holiday vacation in Semmes Jr., deputy chief, of
New Orleans, La. They were naval operations for flket
accompanied by their daughter, operations ami readiness.
Comma-Mooed In 1954
Miss Betsy Howton, who has a
Miss Quigley, a slim end
teactking assistantShip, at the
of • Alabama, pretty woman, said that back in
University
Tuscaloosa, Ala., and is also 1954 when she was commisworking toward her doctor's sioned as an ensign "I didn't
think I would become director
degree.
of the Waves, but I did want to
make captain."
Now, after promotion to
commander in April, 1969, and
then to captain last January,
Miss Quigley says "My head is
,reeling; I just want to settle
down Into one grade for a
while."
And with that she adds, "No,
no. I'm not even thinking agout
becoming an admiral."
Capt. Quigley said she lolly

044~4\

oman, 12, Top Mutual Funds Seller
Bv Cesitres1 Press,
KANSAS CITY, Mo.—Mrs&,
Lois Gray isn't concerned about
Women's Lib. She's too busy
selling mutual funds and at age
72 is the all-time top sales representative of Waddell & Reed,
Inc., a nationai. f7cial services complex.
She joined the company in
1949 after a divorce left her the
responsibility of supporting two
young daughters and her mother. Since then she has made
some of her male colleagues
turn green with*envy by selling
more than $15 million worth -of
United mutual funds and leads
the '5.000 other members of the
waret sales force, in all 50_
states phis the District of Co-himbia and Puerto Rico.
• • •

WOMEN in financial planning
and services? "Why not" asks
Mrs. Gray. "It's fun to solve a.
person's problems- and an inchal's financial-- future can
cer'thnly be ii,problem."Wfiddell & -Reed. based in
Kansas City, manages and moon,
sbri4 various mutual funds. The
group has assets of some $2 billion. and more , than 500,000
shareholder accounts. Mrs. Gray
ailM) sells insurance for the corn"
.%
Mr's. dray sayie she has been
-steeped in investing" since
rtriSdhood Her father was a
brnk president ,She recalls she
' "laved math,r11:itirs" in high
,•chpol. .
'.•
SHE becatilit a registered repfor her company on
.‘pril 1. 1949. after borrowing
enough mbney to meet living
expeires throuigh• the starting
of a .e,011ibilesion-on1)•
4
1k4e Mitch as
.iR/1,111
tft
Gray was
is hours .1 tiltr. Mrs.

looks forward

to

the job of

Wave director, "eipecially At
this particular point in time."
"It will be a very exciting
time to have this position
because the Navy is going in all
kinds of new directions," she
said, adding that she "agrees"
new
liberalizing
with
the
directives for men put out by
Adm. Elmo Zumwalt, chief of
naval operations.
Directives Liberalized
They include allowing beer
dispensers to be placed in shore
barracks and permission to
wear Mustaches and long hair.
"There are some areas in
_which we will do similar' things

Only

that-7p

Copyright s, 1970, Cluik Kinnaird Di.stributed by King Features Syndicate. Inc.
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Completely
Installed

Up to 360 sq. ft of 100% Nylon Carpet over heaty duty Sponge Padding

• Instant financing
• 32 Beautiful Decorator Colors to Choose From
41* Imrudiate Installation
• No obligation to Pw-dase
• Free Shop-at-Ka/4 ServicE:

-A

CALL (502) n
014 Answer, Call 1-901-424-7

'that doesn't appear Imminent
as, in the emitter of a sevenday week., she keeps up with the
problems of her mciarTPlan 'COM
clients who now live in 46

90Ck Ante money away lir n
men do.'to support of this conetateeclusion, hfca. Gray telli the stary
• • •
of a woman cuittomer who asked
her to. wait while she dug the
FEW
•A
years ago, Mrs. Cr
money.nhe wanted to invest oi4 purchased a one-acre tract RI'
of as hole in the cellar.
t.,ee's Summit, mo.. a
ansas
"She brought up $10,000 in City suburb She and her apricot
per
Mrs. GraY estimates
damp bills," she recalls. "I told
cent err men ''Men anti women her It was bad for money, keep- poodle George live In it colonial
have diffeient' motiv.itions, dif- ing it buried that way She went house she designed, just outsid,.
ferent objectives, ai•efirding to back' to the cellar and brought Kansas City. In warm month
she can beiteciLlbtre_Legquont
erfeh
me out Itrr.nriff'Nor e
ly, in old slacks,...shrrt and-Ntrs,
.
41the obsc
--7-Werrt-rpr
Teettrentrnr"
hat. working 'in her -garde!),
tend to
‘tuiii..a

••nitte

Full Rooms
Wallio ittiff Civet

not rustout."

tweaking even by August of
that year and was ahead by November. She's been ahead ever
since.
Although she does have a
number of women customers,

expedition to the Pacific from disaster in the Rockies.
Similarly, the Sioux wife of Pierre Dorton effected survival of blazers of the Oregon Trail. An Indian wife enabled Henry Rowe Schoolcraft to be the leading 19th century historian of Western Indians and source of Longfellow's Hiawatha saga. Christopher "Kit" Carson was
another history-maker with an Indian wife.
Earlier than any Of these, of course, Malintzin, or
Marina, of Mexico, was decisive in the career of Hernando
Cortez—his guide, interpreter, adviser, in conquest of
Mexico with Arizona, New Mexico, Texas) for Spain.
Other,_men famous as generals, high office-holders linchiding two Presidents and a Vice President of the U.S.),
artists, inventors, educators, are descendants of Indian
women whose greatness has been acknowledged too
scantily.

Inventory Clearance

tend to retire," Mrs
.Gray dedares. -I intend to went Out,

Lois Gray's too busy to worry about Womos's Lib

Historians do credit Sacajawea [-.], Shoshone wife

of a Frenchman, with saving the epochal Lewis and Clark

_

Coiled an
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Down the

arden Path

Cases Are Heard In
the Calloway Court

The good thief

Several cases have been heard
in the Calloway County Court ad
Judge Robert 0. Miller during
the past two weeks. Records
show the following occurred:
and thank you for that Sunday you
LOS ANGELES (UPfi: Five months
went to church. Because If it was not
Howard Cochran, 506 Hillside
ago a pickpocket stole $35 when Thomas
for you God knows what would have
Drive, Mayfield, speeding, fine of
J. Shumillo, 77, kneeled to play in St.
happened to me. How wonderful I am
Basil Roman Catholic Church.
$10.00 suspended, costs of $18.50
to have a friend like you. For you
pickpocket returned
the
Yesterday
By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
'
Police.
State
Paid;
make my life much happier. Please reChristmas gift.
$15
a
plus
$35,
the
One,
Route
Gary Wilkerson,
ceive $15 as a Christmas present. I
reckless driving, fined
SHUMILLO'S empty wallet was
took $35 from your wallet so I send
In some respects January is Lave most of yours will be ICirksey,
Police.
him a few days after
to
you $50."
State
back
$18.50;
mailed
costs
realised.
$10.00
one of the nicest months of the
the theft along with a note reading:
Weldon Cunningham, Route
Mrs. Chas. Cowman in her
The card, signed "God bless you,
year for gardeners. For it is
publiC
Murrray,
"Dear Mr. Shumillo, thank you for
Ann," contained $50 and a crushed
then that the new catalogues "Streams in the Desert", closes Five,
your donation of $35 I need very bad- fresh rose.
come in and it is so delightful to her New Year writing with these drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs
to go home. I have your address. Some.
sit in front of a good warm fire words,"The Father camas near $18.50; Sheriff.
SHUMILLO, a pensioner, said he
dry if I get rich I might surprise you
Jerry Rust, Route Five,
and dream of what your garden to take air hand and lead us on
to
go
fore
spend the $35 attending a New
much
so
you
would
Thank
vain.
Buren
Van
By Abigail
is going to look like this next our way today, It shall be a Murray., driving while inchurch. Sincerely, Ann."
the
Eve senior citizens' party. The
Year's
simmer. I love to pour through good, a blessed new year!" I toxicated, amended to reckless
he said, he would send to his
gift
Toms,"
$15
"Peeping
of
heard
middlea
you've
of
picture
a
know
was
Inside
I
$13.50;
I
though
ABBY
DEAR
the catalogues, even
driving, fined $50.00 costs
hope it will be so with you.
n.
back,
the
on
grandchildre
two
inscribed
there
If
Tom?
Peeping
woman
female
aged
a
of
don't purchase a single thing.
but have you ever heard
Sheriff.
"God forgive Ann."
"Sometimes my friends . • . would
Such wonderful ideas are In
is such a thing, my wife is one. She is obsessed with getting a
Joe Hancock, Princeton,
Billy
Yesterday Shumillo re ce ived a
ask me if she ever sent the money, but
them; some unusual placing of EFFORT MADE TO "
$10.00 coats
speeding, fined
look at a naked man.
Christmas card, postmarked BakersI never thought she would," Shumillio
•
OVERUSE
REDUCE
color
our
different
from
some
building
plants;
apartment
We have a viedfpf a large
$18.50; State Police.
field, Cal., with "In General, PO Box
said. "She said someday if she got rich
AM
HEALTH
OF
of
and
reminders
combinations
737, San Francisco" as return address.
Larry Stubblefield, 906 Math
she'd remember me. Maybe she did."
bedroom window, and while I'm looking at television, my
what delights are in store for
Street, Murray, speeding, fined
He said he would like to write
wife looks out the window to see if she can get a look at some
"Dearest Pop," the card said. "I
A six-month pilot program has
of us who are energetic
any
she
sees
one,
she
Ann" to thank her.
costs $18.50; State Police.
Christmas
$10.00
Merry
sincere
wish
you
very
man in various stages of undress When
enough to really work at it. It is been initiated by state health
Perry Adams, Route Five,
gets the biggest kick out of it.
almost like feeding our souls on officials to teach a selected group
for
bed
undress
neighbors
speeding, fined $10.00
certain
She knows what time
hyacinths to absorb some of the of medical assistance "over- Murray,
"good market" it says, "would KENTUCKY BURLEY MOSTLY
State olice.
$18.50;
costs
and who pulls down the shades and who doesn't.
be
obtained.
can
loveliness that
the proper use of
users"
attracting
groups
several
show
•'
Zddie Coryell, Paducah,
SOLD BEFORE CHRISTINAEL..;1
Now, Abby, I'm no prude, and I have never denied her a
Again I want to suggest that physician and pharmaceutical
buying" instead of selective few
•i
speeding, fine of $10.00 suspen-,
you have a notebook of your services.
good look at me iff toy birthday suit, so I can't understand
of the current rally.Thus the
ded, costs of $18.50 paid; State
Over 85 per cent of Kentucky's
"doings" this year. Put down on
why all of a sudden she is so fascinated with a naked man. Is
The project, outlined at a
company feels the market will projected
tobacco
burley
of
Police.
am
I
38
month
-and
and
the
37,
She's
during
paper
her?
with
matter
something the
recent meeting of the Kentucky
the
recent
of
up
some
Rex Sins, Murray, grand
ci give
poundage was sold before the
we have two children who would die if this were known M. January, the changes you want Medical Assistance Advisory
gains in order to build a, base holiday recess, according to
BAFF'L&F. _ _ to make, or any new plants you Council, will determine the larceny, recognized on own bond, NEW YORK (UPI)-Stock
them.
for a more comprehensive
want to set out. Write down the
charge is continued generally.
figures released by the state
gross
,"lock-in"
market averages and
of
upward thrust. But TPO adds
mune, price and probable feasibility
DEAR BAFFLED: If this preecematim with naked men
figures ob- market direction is "decidedly Department of Agriculture.
product
health
national
the
state's
for
procedures
location in your yard where new
Is "soddem." maybe something is wrong with her. Such
Volume on the state's markets
,NBC has scheduled a re- scure "the immense damage" up and any reaction may be
or moved plants are to be put. service recipients.
eariadty is considered normal in adoleseent>eidldrea, but at
the pre-Christmas aucduring
to
Fifty-two beneficiaries of the peat of "It Couldn't Be Done' done in 1970, according
looked upon as a buying
Add the name of the company
ST. she simile( have *centre it. She's toe young to be
tions was over 327 million pounds,
celefArrn
for
The
The
special
Feb.
Co.
9.
&
Watson
special
Hoppin,
be
will
program
it
issued
opportunity."
where new or moved plants are
coasidered a dirty old lady. Deal laugh it off. Talk it out.
which brought farmers some
to be put. Add the name of the identificiation card, locking them brstes unusual accomplish- said neither do these figures
She is obviously missing something.
million. The estimate for
$236.6
was
and
by
1971.
ments
Americans'
for
and
optimism
offer much
company where new ones can be to their selected physicians
last- April. 'However, the firm believes LUIS, SR. DIES
the total 1970 crop is 383.4 million
bought. Perhaps some of them pharmacies for six months, telecast originally
Venezuela pounds.
MARACAIBO,
The network has slated a re- individual companies that surDEAR ABBY: My daughter has been asked to be a
can be obtained locally. If so, emergency cases excepted.
(UPI )-LuisAapricio Sr., 58,
for
Special
Pogo
"The
peat
Lexington's market led-..CK
a
"carry
bridesmaid at a friend's wedding. It is to be a fairly posh
holocaust
better
vived the
you certainly can get
The yearly cost of services to
father of Boston Red Sox
13.5 sedition •
Feb, 20.
affair with flower girls, etc. To cut a long story short, it has
service, and quicker, than by the 52 recipients had averaged Birthday Special" for
promise far beyond what their shortstop Luis Aparicio, died wall, with over
pounds sold. Maysville was
sugbeen casually suggested by both the bride-to-be and her ,ordering. The catalogues are $590.77 apiece, compared to • an This 4:the animation musical present figures might
Friday following a heart attack. second, selling 5.3 million
Walt Kelly's popular
mother that the bridesmaids are to pay for their own outfits.
my source of plants that cannot overall average cost of $76.88 per imsed on
gest."
comic strip.
newspaper
pounds.
as
such
Annuals
here.
a
big
can
bought
have
be
Is this in order? It seems to me that anyone
person.
The Greensburg market sold
petunias, ageratum, coleus, and
wedding if it is subsidized by their friends
The dramatic switch in the
for the highest session average,
dozens of others are easily found
I may be wrong, and will foot the bill for my daughter's
administration's economic polipaying 73.43 per hundred.
at our local nurseries.
cies is obvious, notes Paine,
outfit anyway, but I would like to know which is correct.
At the moment, the only plant Auction houses were set to
liffebber, Jackson & Curtis Inc
IGNORANT IN IRELAND
Thank you.
I intend to order is the Raidhile
reopen Wednesday, Jan, 6.
But it said, it will take time
DI 11. EGNORANT: If the bride's family is extremely
Dogwood. It is a new members/
before the effects of the new
the dogwood family and after
lie bridesmaid's "outfits" are usually provided.
well
policy on the economy, busi,
FDR
jilirgainer
hard
the big white blossoms come in
But m most cases, ths bridesmaids buy their own, and are
ness, production, employment
early spring, they are followed pleased to do as.
and incomes will be noticed.
Churchill tali cabinet
foliage.
'militated
beautiful
by
IP. IL You MVP MIMI "twasraat." Yours is as .1%-asked
"The lag will provide astute
In late spring the leaves are
LONDON, (UPI): Printe_Mipister Winston_
escudos.]
investors with potential profitMuffler
in
and
bright yellow and green
Churchill accused President Franklin D. Roosevelt
making opportunities," Paine
late summer turn a brWant
of striking a "hard bargain" when he offered 50 old
Webber believes.
DEAR ABBY: That letter from the daughter in law who
Service
scarlet, then a blue-lavender
destroyers in 1940 in exchange for bases, top Secret
wrote to tell you and the whole world how "cruel" the
and a greenish purple in the fall.
7534119
'British cabinet records disclose.
Those who believe more
relatives were to her father in law on his 91st birthday was a
The colors change gradually, so
inflation is bad for the stock
Tfle documents, released for publication, snowed
there is a continual display.
real tear-ferker.
market are in the minority You may find some new plant
Churchill reluctantly accepted a demand by RooseShe described bow the old man got up early, bathed,
"a fact which in itself may well
that catches your attention and
velt that he should pledge in advance to send the
shaved and dressed up in his good clothes and sat on the
THE
will give your garden just the
prove bearish sooner rather
remnants of the British fleet to safety in the British
porch all day waiting for his children and grandchildren to
to
spark it needs.
later," according
than
EniPire if Britain herself were invaded and overrun.
stop by and wish him a happy birthday. They all lived within
But order it early. Even if it is
aneway Publishing & Rea few miles of him--surely they would come! Why, he
just a special kind of flower
Churchill was quoted 'as saying "the United
Corp. The company says
search
wouldn't even take his daily walk to the gas station down the
States Is trying to make a hard bargain."
seed, put your order in as soon
well-known rule that " CASHED ltd--The,executor
a
is
it
road to visit with his cronies because be didn't want to miss
as you can. Your order will be
..nf the estate-of-Paul Powell
buildup of stock market
Chamthat
Neyille
also
disclosed
the "folks" when they came But nobody showed up. So just
documents
The
sent to you at proper planting
fidence comes before the fall" (a b o v e), former Illinois
war
the
Minister,
told
Prime
then
British
berlain,
before bedtime the daughter in law cut the "small" cake she
time, but you will get better
secretary of state who died
Now Has
and it expects a fall "early •
cabinet in March 1940 he believed Roosevelt would
had for him, and that was his "birthday party."
service by letting thew know
at Mayo Clinic in Rochestry to end the war "even if that attempt should be
1971." Janeway predicts
want.
you
what
now
Why on earth didn't the daughter in law bake a big cake
embarrassing to us."
highs for 1971 will be reached ter, Minn., announced he
I hope all of you will order at
and invite the neighbors in to congratulate the old
Sir Robert - Vansittart, chief diplomatic adviser
found more than $800,000
January.
in
least one packet of seed you
to the government, commented four days later "it in cash stashed in shoe
gentleman? She could have asked the cronies at the gas
have never grown before. Someis now pretty clear, as-the prime minister says, that
boxes, storage boxes and
station to stop in on their coffee break for birthday
cake and
five-week
the
says
Inc.
TPO
_
Presdient Roosevelt is ready to play a dirty trick on
of the most exotic annuals are
two
brief cases in Powell's
coffee, too.
not
"has
rally
.
old intermediate
the world and 'risk the ultimate destruction of the _emy to grow and every garden-in Springfield.
She surely could have made a few teletthonecalls to
western democracies in order to secure the re-elecspread as anticipated." A apartment
4
needs a fresh color, or aromm"remind" the relatives- tint Its was the old man's 91st
tion of a Democratic candidate in the United States."
every year.
birthday. It would have mide all the difference in the world
do
to
ours
is
But the New Year
- ......wrie Ewa
41111MOMMinumniaa..
to that old gentleman. cannot Imagine a truly kind daughter
with as we will. We look ahead
in law allowing that day to end the way it did.
TEXAN
with high hopes and draeams I

Stolen money comes back, plus bonus---and a rose

His wife is
a 'Peeping Torn'

Wall Street
Chatter

- British top secrets

Murray

WARWEIHGOUSE

What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Res WM. 1.01 Amgen,. Cal.
WWI. For a personal reply miaow stamped, saareassil
euveliope.

-Will Next President Come From Senat&

Hate to writ* letters! Seed 91 Is Abby, lee Mak Los
Aageies, Cal. IMO, for Abby's booklet. "Bow Is WM. Later. Isr Al Occasions,"
than $3 million of the revenue was
KENTUCKY TURNPIKE
used to retire outstanding bonds.
PAYING OWN WAY
The Kentucky Turnpkke's 15th Over half of the original $38.5
paid
annual audit report released million in bonds has been
recently gave a glowing report oirsince the Turnpike opened in
the road's current financial 1956.
year
success, as well as high hopes for Tolls in the current fiscal
are up some seven per cent over
the future.
In fiscal year 1989-70, the tnst year, indicating a total
of some $7
Louisville-Elizabethtown
high- revenue income
way earned $6,427,899, and more million by next July 1.

Gasoline grades'identical'
BOSTON (UPI):\Laurence B. Buxbaum, head at
Massachusetts Attorney General's Consumer
Protection Division, says his office has uncovered
widespread abuse in the sale of premium gas.
The department tested both regular and higher'
priced premium grades and foiled them to be "chemically identical," Buxbaum said.
The state will take one firm into court, he said.
"To cease this deceptive practice" and establish a
special fund to pay back defrauded motorists.
Birnbaum did not identify the firm involved. He Indicated court action could be lengthy because
firms might argue their premium gasoline' contain
"a m-calkd secret ingredient that doesn't show up
in tests,"1

Rost octane raiing,- FTC orders
-

WASHINGTON (UPI): The Federal Trade CornMIssfon has ordered major gasoline, producers to
post octana'ratings on their service station pumps
by next June 28 in an effort to save consumers
money and reduce air pollution.
Motorists pay $50 to $75 a year too much' for
gasoline because they buy a higher octane gasoline
than their cars need, said Robert Pitofsky, director
of FTC's consdmer protectoin bureau, at • a news
conference. 'The octane number is a measure of a
gasoline's quality and its ability to resist engine
knocking.

By JONATHAN EDWARDS
Centrril Press Association
Correapolefent
WASHINGTON - Will the
United
next president of thc
Senate!
States come from the
beset
With-"President Nixon
problems,
by ever-Increasing
foreign,
both domestic and
Democrats scent the possibility
year.
that 1972 may be their
ever
'Only two senators have
while
been elected president
serving In the Senate, Warren
John F.
G. Harding in 1921 and Senate
Kennedy in 1961. Some
Democrats envisage themselves
as the third. • •
•
politiIN THIS capital where right
cal forecasting begins
least
after the hiat election, at
Democratic
potential
seven
•
Prosidont'Kennedy
presidential candidates are bePresident Hording
them/
of
Five
mentioned.
ing
actiyt4
Muskie and Kennedy are Stevenson III of Mines and
are already regarded as none
although
regarded as the front John V. Tuoney, of California
widely
,
campaigning
ly
They runners, but that doesn't neces- both of whom rolled up irnpre.--announced.
officially
has
of sarily discourage other hope- sive pluralities in their elecare Edmund S hruskte
Maine, Edward M. Kennedy of fuls. History has seen too -Many tions.
onventions deadlotked, thus
Ma.sisachusetts, Harold E. ,
Although only two senators
!earing ti' way for a dark have made it to the White
Hiorhes of Iowa. Birch Bayh .o ,
Indiana and George McGovern horse nominee That was the House, another 'had been elect
story of the 1920 Republican ed to the Senate but had no
of South Dakota
Not to be discounted is also convention which nominated yet Isicen bin seat when the
Hu bc rt H Barn ph re y, despite Harding.
lightning struc k. He wa
his disc'aimer after his election
Furthermore, candidates have James A Garfield, nominated
as
to the Senate in November,
0 1880 by the fEtcpublicans and
,
been known to throw Mete suppoliticians have been known to mitt to stronger candiesteimel1.eubeequenUy elected.
will
change their minds "There
assure. themselves of the vice .- -- ‘ - * * ;
,
^
be many Democratic contenders presidential nomination. A notnot
shall
in 1972," he stated "I
ed exilic of this occurred at
SENATE has actual!
THE
"
be one of them
the 193 Democrittic convention been a stepping stone for man
• • •
when John Nance Garner of presidents. The list of forme
is
name
whose
ANOTHER
Texas gave his-votes to Frank- . senators who beeagge U.S. pres
14l.
Henry
bruited about is
lin D. Rdosevelt, assuriug ;..he ident is impressivi. It includes
uincy
joh
Jackson of Washington Jack- latter of the presidential .nomi,.. James monroe: "
of
supporter
prominent
eon
nation and hMiself the No 2 Adams, Andrew lackson, Marthe
by
posture
I strong defense
spot on the .titt.
'tin- yon 13eren, William Henry
United States and some of his
Harrfion, John Tyler. Franklin
fresh/
oevcrat
a
are
There
world
the
if
tichnircrs feel that
the land Con- Pierce. James Buchanan, Benin
senator*
man
he
1972
by
worsens
situattorr
already being Jambi Munson, Harry S Tru:nay Assamiand iswirosiliblit at- gross Who are
presidential Man. Lyndon B Johnson and
vice
as
of
spoken..
con;
Democratic
the
tention at
Richard M. Nixon.
Adiai
them
among
timber,
_
ventioh.
•
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Westing/
free side
freezer,
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VERMI
machine,
753-9807.
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12th St., F
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hearing a
hearing a

DON'T T
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$1.0018 Si

I
36"
Westing
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BLACK N
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KITTEN
Persian.
3670.
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bedsprea(
drapes, $
and two
Phone 753
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condition
over pay
*1,000.00.
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White, A
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Phone 753
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through S
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We wish to Thank all of our customers and friends in Graves,
Calloway and surrounding families for their support over the past
year, We pledge our efforts to give-betteraeryice in the coming year.

Farmer's Livestock Market
Mayfield, Kentucky
JOE STEWART p BILLY MORGAN • TOMMY GIBSON
Terry Shoemaker - John Riley, Auctioneers

ds-r.

tY 4, 1971
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Offs

NOTICE

he
qew
The
his

4-One Bedroom Apartments
1-Four Bedroom House
3-New Mobile Homes
(2 are 12-ft wide, one 10-ft wide)
Everything Is Air-Conditioned and Electrically

but
Illio
rich
lid."
trite

14 Acres of Land (app.)
Heatd.
•
Present Rental Income '615.00 per Month
Will Sacrifice for $21,500.00
Would Finance $15,000 at 6%

Y MOSTLY
HRISTMAS

Kentucky's
tobacco
before the
cording to
• the state
'ulture.
es markets
stmas auclion pounds,
mers some
sstimate for
383.4 million

153.799 *1892992
•

;et I --thc
'on'
13.5
rsville was
5.3 million

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

Looking For A Good
Investment?

bed

FOR RENT

NOTICE

TEXAS OIL COMPANY needs
good man over 40 for short trips
surrounding Murray. Contact
customers. We train. Air mail A.
0. Dickerson, Pres., Southwestern Petroleum Corp.,
Worth, Tex.
J4C

NOTICE

TlIRSAITIS
Est Your Home

VICARS
Are Poison
111
ti 101 11
41-'
1**

rt.

OriLk
OLD ESTABLISHED firm needs
man at once for general store
work. Must be honest and willing
to work. Full time. Good working
conditions, working hours and
wages. Answer in own handwriting giving experience and
, etc. to. P.O. Box 32 K, Murray,
Kentucky.
J4C

ROACH'S
Carry Gerres
.U7 RID OF
PESTS

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

NEED EXTRA money to pay
those holiday bills? Part 4ime or
full time. Extra Good pay for
lady, any age. Call 489-2831. J4C

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

WANTED; WOMAN to live in
home and care for older woman.
Phone 753-5881.
J4C

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
1966 VOLKSWAGEN body. Phone COMMERCIAL BUILDING
-for
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
492-8626.
J5NC lease. All or part. Suitable for
small factory or warehouse. 8,000 WOMEN, PART-T1ME, mailing
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
NEARLY NEW 22 cubic foot square feet. Located in Aurota, Circulars; send address to
v• Licensed by State of Kentucky
SYnco
Westinghouse copper tone frost Kentucky.Phone 474-2241.
J5C Enterprises, P. 0. Box 129, Irv. Member Chamber of Commerce
free side by side refrigerator•
vthgtonjT.J.07111.
1TP
freezer, automatic ice maker, LARGE FURNISHED efficiency
excellent condition. 753-9807. J5C apartment, ideal for couple. 1606
West Main Street.
J5C
TRUCK DRIVERS
VERMEER
DITCHING
Experience not Necessary)
machine, good condition. Phone
753-9807.
J5C 12 x 64 MOBILE HOME, three
You can earn two to three
bedrooms, all electric, air conhundred dollars per week after
ditioned. Phone 753-8682.
J4P short training,for local and overUSED COLOR TV with new
the-road hauling. Write:, .The annual membership dinner targe is Bob Arnold, Jr. ‘.
picture tube. Price Reasonable.
BRICK FOUR room redecorated NATIONWIDE SEMI DIVISION, et the Marshall County Chamber ; Tickets for the annual dinner
Dunn's TV & Appliance, 118 South
apartment. Utility, extra 171 New Circle Rd., N. E., of Commerce will be held in the ;r are now on sale and may be
12th St., Phone 753-3037.
J6C storage, garage.
No pets, no Lexington, Ky. 40505, or call Area Barkley Room of Ken-Bar Resort i obtained from any director, at
children. Phone 753-1678.
J4P Code 606 299-6912, after 5 p.m., at 6:30 p.m., Saturday, January any of the four banks in the
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
county or by writing or
16.
252,3484.
J6C
hearing aid batteries for all make
,
telephoning the chamber office
The
guest
speakerfOr
the
event
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. ITC 12 x 52 TWO bedroom trailer, like
will be Courier-Jeurnal colum- 'Cost of the tickets is $5.50 pet
new. See Brandon Dill, Murray
!person.
nist, Joe Creason.
DON'T Tillt07.' that rug away, Drive In Theatre entrance after IMMEDIATE EMI LOYMENT: "This meeting is the highlight
phone
weekends.
No
25 men, $140.00 per , week, 40
clean it with Blue i.ustre. You 4:00 p.m. on
J6C hours,full time. No lay off. Phone of Chamber activities and is a
can rent a shampooer for only caIle please.
fineopportunity for the members
753-5906.
J9c
$1.00at BigK.
Jac' to give evidence of their support
APARTMENT,
igFICTENCY
to insure that Marshall County
36"
ELECTRIC '`stove. furnished, private bath and
will continue to be a fine place in
Westinghouse refrigerator. entrance, Couple or single perNOTICE
which to live,''''n spokesman said.
university.
from
blocks
Two
son,
Green dinette table and four,
"Everyone is cordially invited to
ble Feb. 1, 1971, Call 753chairs, window fan, hot plate, A
attend this dinner meeting to
J6C
111111111.MPONIMINIO
new Frigidaire air conditioner,
meet the chamber members,
new automatic electric heater,
their wives, and their friends,",
WALL TO WALL CARPET
for
\APARTMENT
FURNISHE
two venetian blinds. Phone 753he added.
J6C boys or girhi. See at 300
5214.
New officers to be installed at
J6C
Woodlavni.
We will furnish
the meeting are: president, R. C.
BLACK NYLON couch and chair,
and completely install
Riley, Jr.; vice-president, Martin
J6C TWO BEDROOM trailer, $60.00. 3.full rooms or up to
$35.00. Phone 753-5788.
W. Johnson; and secretarytreasurer, Will Ed Bushart..E. V.
per month, all utilities paid. ..360 sq. ft. of 100 percent
KITTENS, SIAMESE and Phone 489-3623.
nylon carpet with tackless
_Winslow serrd as president in
J5C
installation over -heavy
Persian. Also couch. Phone 753- 1970.'
duty sponge padding
• J6P
2670.
- Contng directors of the
, for the total price of
ain't* are: Hart Barnett„
SPRINGS AND mattress, $15.00,
Gavle W. Collins, Dr. Keith E.
NOTICE
bedspread and two pair matching
Ellis, Cress Gardner, Pete T.
drapes, $16.00, three throw rugs
Gunn, III, J. Woodrow Hill,
Budget terms arranged
and two pair drapes, cheap. I WILL be connected
Robert E. Leneave, Gene D. Ray,
with the For Free Home
J6C
Phone 753-3903.
Wendell V. Roberts and Art
Shoemaker Livestock Company Demonstration
Travis.
after January 1) 1971. We will be
Day or Night
Newly elected directors are Nancy
1968 MOBILE HOW, excellent buying hogs daily at Shoemaker
Jerry
L. Lovett, D. R. O'Dell and
condition. Three bedrooms. Take livestock Company, one mile
CALL COLLECT
Joe Williams and newly apover payments or will sell for east of Murray Cadiz Road
pointed directors-at-large are
901-424-7340
I WONDER IF MY
$4,000.00. Phone 753-2715.
J4P (Highway 95) and will certainly
Carpet Mfg. Outlet
Earl Gray and Richard Ready:
WATERPROOF
appreciate any business you may
Retiring directors-are Richso
of
WATCH IS REALLY
GERMAN SHEPHERD. hippies. give us and will assure you the
Jackson, Tenn.
N. Douglas, Gordon
W.
White, ARC registered. Phone best service possible as has been
WATER PROOF
Hargrove, Neal Tolbert and E. V:
Mayfield 382-2880.
J4C the case in the years passed.
Winslow, Retiring. director-alts
Douglas Shoemaker. J4P,

Marshall Chamber Dinner
Planned. For January 16

market sold
ion average,
idred.
were set to
Jan. 6.

*st
lg year.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

$11,000.00 Federal Law Changes Certain
Holiday To Monday Observance
Offered At
arm ShowBy leery Anse Gurnee
• Slate News. Dare= .

formerly known as Armistice
Day, the date associated with the
ire by Germany and the
Allied Nations, stvutling the end
of World War One.
Washington's bIrthdate is
subject to conjecture due to the
implementation of the Gregorian
Calendar in 1752 whereby all
dates advanced eleven days.
There also are records of his
birth being celebrated on
February 12, by direction of
Cornpte De Rochambeau, the
French commander during the
Revolutionary War.

FRANKFORT, Ky,-The
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-More than
Federal Uniform Holiday Act,
$11,000.00 in prize money and providing for the annual obtrophies will be offered at the 1971 servance
of certain legal public
National Farm Machinery Show holidays on Mondays, takes efTractor ?Pull on Wednesday and fect
Jan. 1, 1971.
Thursday, February 10-11, at the The act, passed by Congress on
Kentucky Fair and Exposition June
28, 1968, designates the
Center, Louisville, Kentucky.
following as legal public
100 contestants will be com- holidays: New Year's Day, Jan.
peting in five classes in the two 1; Washington's Birthday, third
event.
Wednesday, Monday
night
in February; Memorial
February 10, 20 drivers in each
Day, last Monday in May; Inclass will compete in the 5,000 dependence Day, July 4; Labor
"An annual reaffirmation by
No.,"the 12,000 No., and the 7,000
Day, first Monday in September;
the American people of their faith
No., ("hot rod") events. The
Columbus Day, second Monday
in the future, a declaration of
following night, 25 drivers from
in October; Veterans' Day,
their willingness to face with
the 9,000 No., and the 14,000 No.,
fourth Monday in October ; confidence the irnponderables of
classes will vie for top honors. Thanksgiving Day, fourth
unknown tomorrows" was the
The 7:00 p.m. contests will be
Thursday in November; and
sub-committee's reason for the
held in the world famous
Christmas Day, Dec. 25.
confidence the imponderables of
Freedom Hall on a 30' wide by
Under the present federal law,
was also felt by commemorating
300' long dirt track constructed Washington's
is
Birthday
the voyage of Columbus, we
especially for the tractor pulling
celebrated on February 22;
would honor the courage and
championship. The latest and
Memorial Day on May 30;
most modern hydraulic equipdeterminatiah of many imVeterans' Day on November 11;
migrants that were in search of
ment will be used for the Slide.
and although Columbus Day is
new hopes and a renewed afWith the exception of the 13,000
nors legal public holiday, 34 of 50
firmation in freedom.
No. class, each class will receive
states have officially established
The committee cited the
as top prize $800 and a trophy;
a day honoring him.
following as additional reasons
3rid $400 and a trophy; 3rd $300
and a trophy; 4th $200 and a The House Judiciary Sub- for the Monday holidays:
plaque; 5th $100 and a plaque; 6th committee,
studying
the
increased
opthru 10th $50. First prize in the proposed legislation, specified -Affords
14,000 No. class will be $1,000 arid that the Monday holiday portunities for families to be
a trophy; id $500 and a trophy; proposals were "responsive to together, especially those that
3rd $300 and a trophy; 4th $200 the needs and desires of a great live great distances;
-Enables citizens to enjoy a
and a plaque; 5th $103 and a majority of our population."
wider range of recreational
plaque; 6th thru 10th $50.
Public opinion polls were taken facilities
since more time is
Tickets for the tractor pull are in which 93 per cent of those
$3.50, $3.00 and $2.50, with polled favored the proposed allotted for travel;
children 12 and under admitted Monday holidays. Major business -Allows travel time that would
increase the possibility of
for half price. All seats are groups, the labor
community and
reserved and may be obtained by representatives of government pilgrimages to historical sites,
writing to: National Farm also supported the clew holiday connectellwith the holiday;
-Provides more time for
Machinery Show Tractor Pull law.
Tickets, Kentucky Fair and The subcommittee felt the leisurely activities at homeExposition Center, P. 0. Box holidays could be observed on hobbies, educational and cultural
21179, Louisville, Ky. 40221. Mondays without destroying interests; and
Enclose a stamped, self- tradition or detracting from the Stimulates industrial and
commercial production by
addressed envelope.
historical significance attirbuted
reducing employe absenteeism
to the person or occasion and enables workweeks to
be free
celebrated.
from interruption by midweek
FISH SEIZED-DDT
For example, Memorial Day
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Fe- has been observed on a number holidays.
emderal authorities have seized of dates and the present one The law effects f
some 8,000 pounds of kingfish seems to have originated with ployes and the Dis ct of
from Los Angeles harbor Gen. John A'. Logan, com- Columbia. However, the Subbecause of contamination from manding officer of the Grand committee felt, due to the
DDT. It was the first federa Army of the Republic. He or- widespread support received
action involving salt water fish dered May 30, 1868, as from throughout the country,
a spokesman for the federa -Decoration Day" in com- states would follow the lead of
Food and Drug Administration memoration of those men who Congress by enacting similar
legislation.
said Wednesday.
died during the Civil War. Under Kentucky
did fend* the federal
The fish, apparently caught these circumstances, the date
is government's lead and passed a
within 20 miles of the Southern of limited importance since
we law on March 16, 1970,
without the
California coast, had a DDT now celebrate Memorial
Day in signature of
Governor Nunn.
content nearly four times the honor of all those who gave
their However,
in Kentucky, the
FDA limit, a spokesman said. lives during our country's
wars Monday holidays will
apply only
Kingfish usually are sold for This same principle
fields for to Memorial Day and
Labor Day
human consumption.
Veterans'
Day,
since
it
was
•
-W00051OCX 714E ON& eeeeciN
I KNOW WHO CAN BLOW 1415
MINI, ON f3READ CRlelf55 .

$169.00

---

SERVICES OFFERED

ELECTROLUX SALES dr Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarWILL DO Whit sitting" in my mington, Kentucky.
Jan 21C
home, six days a week. Phone
753-2715.
J4P
WANTED TO BUY
WILL DO baby sitting at night.
Phone 753-5360.
J4C

Crossword Puzzle
-ACROSS
eriods of
tPtme
c.d
if
9
s S.
12 Actual
13 Bind
14 One. no
15 rmattrin
...
teerewhs 'h
.

4 Crafty
5 Look fixedly
soldier
67
Abe.,
16,41
2,bttya0
10 Preposition
11 Preposition
Babylonian
17 d
lon
na
Mar!inc
2
19
1 C"I
23 Ventdates
zs Strolling

PAPER 16 rer'°° of
PROFESSIONAL
Plaything
WILL KEEP elderly lady in my hanging and painting. All wet-1k,,
7
26 s
Areraaa
e 27
Spanish aftur'J6C guaranteed. Phone,. 435-5842 or H 22 °Orstic 161° za Lure birds
home. Phone 753-6392.
(
' 24 Girls name
rm
.
watch
isr
Face
30
382-2299.
33 War god
"" 22 Pintail duck

,g,1

WILL BABY Set soith'..sCnall
child, ages 1 to 3in my bottle from
7:30 a.m. to 6-:b0 pas., Monday
through Saturday. Experienced,
have references. Phone 753-9605.
.I4P
NOTICE

WOK-,

eic SY

ME ANtrMY BIG
MOUTH

4ws
*kr
,
'iy-.
mek

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

MOOD MOOMO
WOOMOM MOMOOM
MOO GOMM 20
OMO U0000 MSG
UO U30130 QOM
DOOOMOM OMMOO
MOO MOO
ODOM M0001.13O
MOO MUM OM
MOM DOOM UMW
00 000OV ODOM
BOOBOO MU0OgO
MOM =BMW

46 Goddess of
the hunt
29 Wife of
opening
4S Sew
Narrow
35
Geraint
temporarily
36 Sicilian volcano
do Fraternal
31 Ethoopien title
Si Note of scale
organization
WANT TO buy; logs and standing 32 South American
53 Note of scale
serpent
Scottish cap
56
(Md.)
timber. Also have for sale lumber 34 Goddess of
5$ Soak
43 Classified
discord
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
36 Pronoun
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
37 Right of hoick);
TFC 39 Salty
41 Prefix nof
42 Places
44 Pilfers
NOTICE
IS Communist
47 Supercilious
.0... person
4509 Pedal ifori s
Prepare
print
52 Sea in Asia
. 54 French (ebb,)
SS River island
Si Former Ruselen
nate,
59 Profte not
Si, Males
153 Encourage
65 Girl's name
67 Greek letter
65 Ancient Persian
• 69 Labels

60 Spanish pfurai
arta I.
61 Pronoun
62 Latin
comportton
64 Effist
66 District
Attorney fabbr )

"
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Abblit /A Slats
RAINLESS WC BILGEWATER ARE
Arerateeo ro Drys FOR INF
SUNKEN TREASURE 0,4Dei5cxeci
fel TNE /40.0 13F AN 0t0 5FINI94

AN YIN SOT ROCKS IN YER
BEAUTIFUL MEAlth•SPENDING TIME
p4 NB:LIEN; Dewar yest 'couup
usie• FOR MORE PRACTICAL
PURPOSES - -

I TAD 10U-- IN JUST IRVING

To GET TwE FEEL OF TNE OCEAN
SO I'LL BE AT FOSSE WHEN T
0111146 FOR DOUBLOONS!

IF YER A5a6 ME . 20
ROWER KAYE TIM .50rUDOE/ti
FEEL
A NAMIWAN*
NAVA(
NOOSE AROuraD
mow-THAN n.w FEEL 0'
WATER ON MY BAcK!

GALLEON--,- A040* THERE.
PfIRT
SEE
TOE 5CON!
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1/11041111111111M1111111TIS
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PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICt -

,
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHiiiiii,-T-ENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. CH1-3140

(LET'S
TEST
IT

DOWN
I Before
2 Recalled
3 Cooled lays

60

annwalimmilamm

111111111%11111•11VM111111
piety by Unkted

taltire Srsdmc.,f.

or

4

L'it'Abner •

flogpatch EVILy
-VIVANT ADS-

DISASTER
Mr. aria Mrs. Dan'I ..
Deaufenep.t yere_
evictedTrom their
home today,for
failuggsY
9431'5 -mortgage
The elderly coupie
have lived in this
same house since

a'

A FAIR WEEK'S PAY, FOR'A
.FAIR WEEK'S WORK
.

The Bluebird?
..AAattre'§ Factory
iaid-off its
WE WILL PAY
entire mattress • ONE.
MILLION)
testing force
20OL1ARS
FOR
this morning;
-ONE WEEK'S
meaning Li'l Abner
WORK APPLY
is now
IN PERSON;AT 1111111111111-cituraLk41-...
unemployed.
1- 4-
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CENTRAL_SHOPPING
'-CENTER

Point System For Car Drivers
cLOUC aria then receives three
points credit on his driving
State News Bureau
record. No candidate can par----- •
ticipate in another clinic, until a
FRANKFORT, Ky.—If you're lapse of three years,upon suclike the majority of Kentucky cessful completion of the clinic.
drivers, you've probably never "Suspensions have decreased
examined the make-up of Ken- 2000 a year since the establishtucky's point system unless ment of the clinics in 1965,"
you've received a ticket for a Wilhoite noted and projections
traffic violation. Then, the for 1970 indicate that 7000 drivers
questions begin:
will be suspended as compared
How many points can be ac- with 14,000 suspensions in 1967."
cumulated before one loses his Persons not having the oplicense?
portunity to meet with Driver
How long does it take to clear Improvement officers, even if
Points irom one's dirving record' they have 12 points on their
What can be done if one's driving reoords(accumulated by
License is lost?
two 6 point violations, thus
"The pointsystem, contrary to missing the 8 through 11
public opinion, seeks to identify category), are not automatically
and improve problem drivers suspended unless they fail to
rather than punish them, ac- attend the clinics. The clinic is
cording to U. Roger Virithoite, mandatory for these drivers,
director of Driver Licensing.
slotting them three points credit
The system, initiated in 1957 on their records.
and since revised twice, is Drivers acctunuiating 12 points
basically a driver improvement within a two-year period, dating
gram.eUnder the system, the from the latest convictions, and
nt of Public Safety failing to attend the Driver
steps a record- of-traffic Improvement Clinics, wW have FIRST FAT/Mt-SON IODNET_TRANSPLANT—Mark-Mahn,
Notations on each drlier. Point their -licenses suspended im- 17 months old, and his father, the Rev. David Mann,look
in good spirits in Mansfield,
values are assigned to the driving mediately for six months.
Ohio, while awaiting surrecord, according to specific Revocation, legally taking the gery in the first father-son kidney transpIant--in Uiiversity
traffic violations.
driver off the highway for six is the HospitaL-Columbus. Corpplicating the surgery
difference in size, not to mention
Major violations and their point months for a first offense, to an
probably. more-than-'-$35,000 in cost. Friends and
values are:
indefinite period for three or
parishioneri of The
Newville Baptist Church are_working on
money
more convictions, are issued for
Racing—first offense. 90 day e the following offenses:
problemI
last ticket. However, for insuspension; second offense, 1
year suspension; third offense, 3
Driihng Under Influence of surance purposes, points are not
removed from driving records
year suspension.
Alcohol or Nar9otics
Speeding—under 16 MPH over + Manslaughter Or Reckless for three years.
speed limit, 3 point; 16-25 MPH Homicide
over speed limit, 6 points; 26 and + Perjury or False Affidavit
* above MPH over speed limit, 90 To The Department of Public
day suspension.
Safety
Robert A. Podesta, Assistant
Passing in no passing zone-5 + Felony Involving Use Of A
Secretary of Commerce for
points
Motor Vehicle
Economic Development, today
Reckless Driving-4 points
+
Reckless Driving-Three
announced approval of a 8288,600
Running stop sign or signal- Convictions Within Twelve
grant to help create jobs for the
points.. Driving to fast for roe( Months
unemployed and underemployed.
zondidims, lad under the limit-3
Leaving The Scene Of An
in `Letcher„County, Kentucky.
Accident-Failure To Stop And
The City of Whitesburg is the
When OM amasses six points on Render Aid
applicant for. the grant from theseas
he driving record, he receives a. + Driving While Privilege Is
'Economic Development Ad;gaming letter from the Division Suspended Or Revoked.
ministration, U.S. Departfnent of
jf Driver Licensing. With the
After the suspension, canCommerce.
accumulation of 8 through 11 cellation, or revocation of a
The funds will help Whitesburg
points, another letter is sent, License, a driver may be reinprovide water and sewer
idvising the driver that he is stated, without an examination, if
facilities for an 18-acre industrial
)laced on ."'probation" and must he has successfully completed an
area being -developed by the
lave a personal interviZzith a examination within the past 2
Whitesburg-Letcher
County
Driver Improvement
years.
Industrial Foundation and take
If the driver fails to comply, If the driver has not done so, it
advantage of growth potential
us driving privileges are is necessary to complete the
from the building of the Apnispended for NI days.
eyes, signs, and road rule tests,
palachian Corridor highways,
At the interview, the officer as given by-the license examiner,
rticularty U.S. 119 and US. 23
nay offer. the individual the prior to reinstatement. The road
.and Kentucky Route 15.
iceasion to attend Driver Im- test will be left to the Department
Whitesburg officials report that
provement Clinics.
of Public Safety's discretion,
two metal-working firms have
The clinics, started in April based on the applicant's driving
indicated interest in locating
1965, have ghaduated more than ie'usd and physical or mental
plants in the area. Such plants
15,000 drivers,'Wilhotte said, and
ndition.
WAVE 'RECTOR — Robin would offer job opporunity
less than two per cent of them
Driving records are cleared of
L. diay QuiAley milli be- alternatives to coal mine em-have become further involved in specific point assessments, two
e the ne
._w_sktge,tor of ployinent. The mines employ
necessary suspensions•
years from the detect the traffic
the WAVES..(Women Ac- about two-thirds of the countre,.
Each driver must earn an consrlOsni. Ones record 'j.
cepted for Voluilteer Einer- labor force but do not absorb allaverage score of 110 per cent for completely cleared two
•
gency -,Servmer
January 4, those seeking jobs.
successful completion of the from the conviction date
In announcing th_e_ (Fent ap• pr.-Oval, Assistant secretary
. Podesta said,"We are pleased to
shland
WKAS £h,25
Maissonvi
WKMA,Ch. 35
Bowling Green
WKG8 Ch 53
approve this project and help
Moreheab---WICK4R -Ch 38
WCVN Ch 54
Covington
Murray Mayt,eid tivKyU Co 21
local leaders continue the imWKZT Ch 23 Owenton
E izabetatown
VYKON Ch 52 .
pressive gains over unemHazard
WKHA Ch 35
Pikevitle
WKPI Ch
loyment.In 1969, the county was
texington-Richmond WKLE Ch 46
Somerset
wKSO Ch 29
able to reduce its unemployment
Louisville ,WKPoll Ch 68
rate to 7.4 percent from 10.6
percent the previous year."
The expansion of Letcher
KtiNittuutt• u ecitActiLiosiAt.
Upholstering and Manufacturing
has brought employment in this
HOLLYWOOD TELE1N- FRIDAY
MONDAY
•
SOON.
JANUARY 4
JANUARY 8
new industry up to 52, local
AA SPANISH blOINTATION WIDNESDAY
440 MISTEROGERS NEIGHleaders report. Nearly 100 are
BORHOOD.
1.
JANUARY 6
now working in non-mining in430 ASISTEROSIESV NEIGHMISFEROGERS' NEIGH- 540 SESAME STREET. For
dustlIRC
children. (C)
UM SESAME STREET. For
Ppdesta noted that the tourist
SESAME STREET. For
children (C)
cnildren. (C)
potential for the area will also
SA WINDOW TO THE CLASS- IN WINDOW TO THE CLASShelp provide jobs for local
ROOM: A lesson from Places ROOM: Kentucky Today and
residents. He praised local
in the _News.
Tomorrow, a ies,son from
1:21 CALLING ALL CONSUM- Kentucky is My Land. (C)
leaders for thier approach to the
ERS: Pesticides.
1:20 CALLING ALL CONSUMproblem on a regional basis.
11125 LAW OF THE LAN9. An ERS: Soybean Oil
The FDA grant includes a
information series on law 125 LAW OF THE LAND.
$53,640 bonus because Letcher
for the public. (C)
I:30 BRIDGE WITH JEAN
A re- COX. (R)
II:30 FOLK GUITAR
County participates in the
view of songs and tech- 7:110 FOLK GUITAR I. (R)
planning program of, the Kenniques.
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
tucky River Area Economic
710 BRIDGE WITH JEAN Science—Cells and their
COX: Review of the meff...aIl. Needs.
Development District.
.
Demonstration of Jump over- CM THE FRENCH CHEF:
The Federal Water Quality
call and pre-emptive bid- Curry Dinner. (C)
„Administration is providing
ding
11:30 THE GREAT AMERICAN
$14-G520 for waste-treatment
7:34 TV HIGH SCHOOL: DREAM MACHINE.
Science-Man as a Scien- 10:411 REALITIES: In Search
facilities and the applicant is
tist.
of Rembrandt. (C)
providing $107,280 from other
II:00 KUKLA, FRAN AND DL- THURSDAY
sources to complete the $536,400
LIE..
JANUARY
7
total cost of the project.
1:31 THE WORLD WE LIVE 4411 MiSTEROGERS' NAOSIN: Small Wilderness. (C)
SORHOOD.
9:00 HOMEWOOD: Hollywood COS SESAME STREET. For
RADIOACTIVE MILK
Bowl Spectacular (C)
(C)
LAS VEGAS (UP!)—Traces
IRANI BOOK BEAT: "Dr. children.
CLASSTHE
TO
COO WINDOW
Cobb's Game" by R. V Cas- ROOM:
of radioactive iodine were found
The Soldiers War, •
sel
in raw milk samples from five
from American His10:30 PANNED. For health lesson
states following a leak of
professionals.
CONSUISCALLING ALL
radioactive dust from an
TUESDAY
S Summer Rangers.
`underground nuclear test, the
JANUARY 5
1:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL. (Y)
4:00 SPANISH ORIENTATION -CM WORLD WE LIVE IN.(R)
Environmental
Protection
1:30 EASTERN KENTUCKY
Agency reported Wednesday.
PRESENTS
430 MISTEROGERS' MINIM UNIVERSITY
6 A spokesman for the agency's
BORHOOD.
AIM WASHINGTON WEEK
Southwest Radiological Labora5:011 SESAME STREET. For' REVIEW: Four Washington
tory said the levels were not
children.(C)
newsmen review the week's1:111 WINDOW TOTIILAA16- newsmaking events (C)
dangerous and dissipated'quickFindin
ROMA: A lesson on
CM NET PLAYHOUSE: "Lay
ly several days after the Dec.
Design from ProranyArt, an Down Your Arms An awk18 incident.
a lesson on Out to the Moon ward young pnius creates
from Ripples
\ The traces, all belon- minihavoc in the British F0140.1
II:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL. (R) Office when he is dratted
mums set by Federal Radiation
7:00 TO BE ANNOUNCIAL: end dssigned to military inCommission guidelines; were
7:34 TO BE ANNOUNCED:" telligence as a Russian
II:00 SOUTHERN PERSPEC- translator. (C)
found in nalk sampled in
TIVE.
1011111011/LI
California, Nevada, Utah, Idaho
and Wyoming.

ay Shama Celimbos

- HIGHWAY 641 N. - MURRAY
OPEN 9 AM-10 PM-MON.-SAT.

United

Thoi
In

After
Inventory

See

A loaf of

HUNDREDS OF VALUES THROUGHOUT
THE ENTIRE STORE!!-

An egg IL
A man's

A woman

Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed. — Jan. 4-5-6

A house 1

EDA Funds To
Help Letcher
Create lobs

Sew and Save!

Ladies, Misses

SKYLARK

Panty He.

The ahoy
and State

The tolls
South Cer
an old pr

Regular $1.00
Reg. '1.99 yard
Large selection in assorted
colors and designs. A
real buy fir ffie seam—
stress! -

ow
.Sholi Roses for All
Your Sewing Needs!

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAI. *
Wednesday - 5-7 p.m.

"If there
There w
person;
If there i
There *
home;
If there ir
(Conth

ALL POPULAR SHADE'S,
COMES IN PETITE, MEb
MED TALL AND TALL

Stul
Elec
Cha

Buy Several,Pair-At This Low, Low Price!

Billy
reelected
Calloway
the regull
evening
Reelect
the board
members
Parrish,
Robert 13
The co:
was adrr
Key, whi
four year
Marvin
Court Cli
At the
Educatio
was ads
tendent
Schools,
The qu
Clisss Pr
High Set
to the ho
against t
before th
views.
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School 1
Miller
Principe
conduct
high sc
whether
disappri
prom, a
their ch
the pros
A deci
question
the poll
Other
discussi
matters
date.

To Wear With Slacks
or Skirts ...
LADIES

KNIT TOPS

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
TOSSED SALAD - FRENCH BREAD
ALL YOU
CAN EAT!

$ 1 17

• NonAllergic

Sizes S-M-L
Assorted colors,
•
attractive turtle neck
styling.

FOR THAT ADDED

*IUD'

• Lint Free

HROW PILLOWS
Prints, solids, florals in a wide
variety of colors, Right for any decor!
REGULAR 68' EACH
• Fiber Filled
• Resilient

)
7

SAVE!
SAVE!

BLANKETS

Regular 53.99

72x90 Fits Full & Twin Size Beds
Machine washable,
non-allergIc mothproof.
-"—

FOR- DRIER BABIES

111

